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Abbreviations and Nomenclatures 
ACN 
AFM 
ANi 
ATh 
Au 
BT 
CB 
Cop 
CPE 
CVs 
DQ 
DSC 
EDOT 
EDX 
EIS 
ESI MS 
ESR 
ETA 
EVM 
H2SO4
HClO4
IR 
ITO 
LiClO4 
MAS 
Maldi-tof 
m/z 
MS 
MT 
MtEDOT 
MtETa 
: Acetonitrile 
: Atomic Force Microscopy 
: Aniline  
: 3-Alkylthiophene 
: Gold 
: 2,2’-bithiophene 
: Conductance Band 
: Copolymer 
: Constant Phase Element 
: Cyclic Voltammograms 
: Double Quantum 
: Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
: 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene  
: Energy Dispersive X-Ray 
: Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 
: Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectroscopy 
: Electron Spin Resonance 
: Ethyl-3-thiophene acetate 
: Error-in-Variable Method 
: Sulphuric acid  
: Perchloric acid 
: Infrared Spectroscopy 
: Indium Tin Oxides 
: Lithium perchlorate 
: Magic Angle Spinning 
: Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization - Time of Flight 
: Mass/charge 
: Mass Spectroscopy  
: 3-methylthiophene  
: Copolymer of 3-methylthiophene and 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene 
: Copolymer of 3-methylthiophene and ethyl-3-thiophene acetate 
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N(Bu)4ClO4 
N(Bu)4BF4 
N(Bu)4PF6 
NHE 
Ni-bpsalen 
NMR 
OCP 
PANi 
PBT 
PBuTh 
PC 
PECS 
PEDOT 
PETA 
PMT 
PPy 
Pt 
PTh 
Py 
PyEDOT 
PyBT 
PyTh 
PSS 
SCE 
SEM 
SQ 
TEM 
TG 
Th 
VB 
XPS 
: Tetrabutylammonium perchlorate  
: Tetrabutylammonium tetraborate  
: Tetrabutylammonium hexaflourophosphate 
: Normal Hydrogen Electrode 
: Nickel-6,6’-bis(2-hydroxyphenyl)bipyridine 
: Nuclear Magnetic Resonance  
: Open Circuit Potential 
: Polyaniline 
: Poly(2,2’-bithiophene) 
: Poly(3-butylthiophene) 
: Propylene Carbonate 
: Photoelectrochemical Spectroscopy 
: Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) 
: Poly(ethyl-3-thiophene acetate) 
: Poly(3-methylthiophene) 
: Polypyrrole 
: Platinum 
: Polythiophene 
: Pyrrole  
: Copolymer of pyrrole and 3,4-ethyldioxythiophene 
: Copolymer of pyrrole and 2,2’-bithiophene  
: Polymeric mixture of poly(pyrrole) and poly(thiophene) 
: Poly(styrene sulfonate) 
: Saturated Calomel Electrode  
: Scanning Electron Microscopy 
: Single Quantum 
: Transmission Electron Microscopy 
: Thermogravimetry 
: Thiophene 
: Valence Band 
: X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
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Glossary of Symbols 
Symbols : Value 
λ 
ν 
ε 
ε0
φ 
σ 
ω 
β 
α 
 
Cdl
Cct
CF
CSC
CPt
e-
E 
E0
EF 
EFB
Eg
Egdi
Egindi
Ep
Ep anodic
Ep cathodic
Er
ECB
EVB
F 
: Wavelength 
: Wavenumber 
: Dielectric constant (typically 10-15 for conducting polymers) 
: Permittivity of free space  (8.854 10-12 m-3 kg-1 s4 A2) 
: Photo flux 
: Conductivity  
: Angle frequency  
: Doping level 
: Absorption coefficiency  
 
: Double layer capacitance 
: Charge transfer capacitance 
: Faraday capacitance 
: Space charge capacitance 
: Capacitance of the platinum electrode 
: Electron charge (1.60219 10-19 s A) 
: Applied potential 
: Redox potential (E0 = (Ep anodic + Ep cathodic)/2) 
: Fermi energy 
: Flat band potential 
: Band gap energy 
: Direct electron transition energy 
: Indirect electron transition energy 
: Polymerization potential 
: Anodic peak potential 
: Cathodic peak potential 
: Reduction potential 
: Lowest energy of conductance band 
: Highest energy of valance band 
: Frequency 
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h 
h+
jph 
k 
Lp
N0
Qox
Qpoly
Rct
Re
RE
Rion
RSC
T  
Tg
VSC
W 
Z 
 
: Plank constant (6.6262 10-34 m2 kg s-1) 
: Hole charge (1.60219 10-19 s A) 
: Photocurrent density 
: Boltzmann  constant (1.3806 10-23 m2 kg s-2 K-1) 
: Diffusion length of minority carriers 
: Charge carrier density 
: Charge of the polymer oxidation 
: Charge for the chain growth 
: Charge transfer resistance 
: Electron resistance 
: Electrolyte resistance 
: Ion transfer resistance 
: Space charge resistance 
: Temperature 
: Glass transition temperature 
: Potential drop in the space charge region (built-in voltage) 
: Width of the space charge region 
: Impedance 
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Part I: Fundamental and Experimental 
 
 
To give an outline of the structure of the dissertation, the main body is divided into three 
parts: the first ‘Fundamental and Experimental’, the second ‘Results and Discussion’ and the 
third ‘Appendix’. Part I consists of four substantial chapters. Chapter “Introduction” describes 
briefly the motivation of this work and answers questions: why, what and how the conducting 
copolymer materials based on pyrrole and thiophene derivatives are selected for study. 
Fundamentals involving the structure and electronic properties of intrinsically conducting 
polymers are summarized in the following chapter “Theoretical Background of Conjugated 
Polymers”. In this chapter, the mechanism of the electrochemical copolymerization and 
characterization of the obtained copolymers are conducted generally. Besides, potential and 
commercial applications of conjugated polymers in the specific technological areas are also 
outlined. Basic theories of techniques employed to synthesize and characterize the resulting 
conducting copolymers is introduced briefly in the third chapter “Characterization 
Techniques”. Finally, the experimental procedures for electrochemical copolymerization and 
characterization of the obtained copolymer materials are discussed in the chapter 
“Experimental Procedures”. 
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Chaper 1 
Introduction 
 
 
Intrinsically conducting polymers (ICPs) have generally been the subject of a great deal of 
recent investigations in both scientific community and industry. ICP possesses unique and 
interesting features of a normal polymer such as light weight and flexibility, of a metal such 
as high conductivity and electronic properties like a semiconductor. When ICPs are oxidized 
or reduced, their optical, electrical and mechanical properties can be changed from an 
undoped (neutral) state as an insulator or a semiconductor to a doped (oxidized) state as a 
metal. Therefore, these polymer materials have been applied widely in different fields of 
technology by utilizing their conductivity or electroactivity or both properties. The 
semiconducting state of conducting polymers has attracted a specific interest for applications 
in microelectronic technologies, e.g. sensors and actuators, active electronic (diodes, 
transistors)[1]. Besides, functionalized polymers have also obtained increasing attention, 
because they possess two interesting properties, a specific functional group on the surface and 
an extended π-conjugation system. The first function can be employed for modification of the 
polymer surface by immobilization of biomolecules, generating new materials for 
applications in amperometric biosensors and electrocatalysis. The second function could play 
an important role as a charge-transfer mediator[2]. 
Among conducting polymers reported so far, derivatives of polythiophene are the subject of 
increasing interest because of environmental stability in doped and undoped states together 
with the structural adaptability[3]. Polypyrroles[4] are of particular interest since the films can 
be formed from aqueous and non-aqueous solutions at relatively low oxidation potentials of 
monomers. Thus, such polymer materials are considered as very potential candidates for 
applications in sensors, corrosion protection and molecular electronics. However, conducting 
polymers are generally difficult to deal with because most of them are brittle, insoluble and 
intractable, owing to the stiffness of backbone and hydrogen-bonding interactions between 
adjacent chains[5]. 
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One important aspect of conducting polymer technology is the modification and control of 
their electrical, optical and mechanical properties for specific technological applications. 
Electrochemical copolymerization has been developed as one of the most essential and 
attractive strategies for modifying physical and chemical properties of ICPs, producing new 
materials by combining individual properties of polymers[6]. Many recent investigations into 
the electrochemical copolymerization based on pyrroles, anilines, and thiophenes have 
focused on the influence of the electrolyte, the monomer ratio in the initial electrolyte, and the 
polymerization potential on the structure and properties of the copolymers[7]. In the current 
work, the correlation between electronic properties and structure of the obtained copolymer 
films is elucidated with the support of various spectroscopic and microscopic techniques, like 
electrospray ionization mass spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, solid-state nuclear magnetic 
resonance spectroscopy, thermal analysis, scanning electron microscopy, impedance 
spectroscopy and photoelectrochemical spectroscopy.  
The main aim of the present work is to electrosynthesize and characterize conducting 
copolymers with well-defined structures based on the derivatives of pyrrole and thiophene. 
Structure as well as correlation between structure-electronic properties of the copolymer films 
is elucidated by using a variety of spectroscopic and microscopic studies. The work focused 
on synthesis and characterization of two representative copolymer systems, copolymers of 
pyrrole and 2,2’-bithiophene and functionalized copolymers of ethyl-3-thiophene acetate and 
3-methylthiophene. The first system was selected to study the dependence of the electronic 
and optical properties on the structure of copolymer films. Functionalized copolymer films of 
ethyl-3-thiophene acetate and 3-methylthiophene with enhanced mechanic and electronic 
characteristics were investigated as a second system. 
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Chapter 2 
Theoretical Background of Conjugated Polymers 
 
2.1 Intrinsically Conducting Polymers - ICPs 
2.1.1 Brief Overview 
When we think of polymer materials, we might think about common plastics - nonconductive 
polymers such as poly(ethylene) and poly(vinyl chloride), which have been used in everyday 
life in the modern world. Conducting polymers arise uniquely from extended and delocalized 
molecular orbitals by the overlap of π-electrons. The high conductivity of conducting 
polymers can be achieved by chemical or electrochemical redox processes, in which the 
polymer backbones are oxidized or reduced and couterions, called ‘dopants’, are then built in. 
In principle, the conductivity of conducting polymers, ranging from the conductivity of 
insulators to that of metals, depends on the nature of monomers and counterions, and on the 
doping level. Figure 2.1 shows the conductivity of the conjugated polymers compared with 
that of other conventional materials[8]. 
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Figure 2.1 Conductivity of conjugated polymers in comparison with conventional materials, 
taken from Ref.[8]. 
As far back as 1977, a collaborative effort between Shirakawa, Heeger and McDiarmid 
groups discovered a high conductivity and other interesting properties of polyacetylene 
exposed to iodine vapors[9]. This discovery has opened up many new possibilities for devices 
combining unique optical, electrical, and mechanical properties of conducting polymers. For 
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instance, the reversible redox properties of polyacetylene were studied as electrode material 
for applications in rechargeable batteries[10]. The interesting results of polyacetylene produced 
a revolution in the development of new conducting polymer materials.  
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Figure 2.2 Structure of representative ICPs in the neutral forms 
At the present time, a series of new conducting polymers based on heterocyclic compounds, 
e.g. derivatives of PPy, PANi and PTh, has given rise to considerable research efforts in both 
basic and applied material science with the view of developing new materials for information 
and communication technologies (see Figure 2.2). This class of conducting polymers can 
particularly be considered as intrinsically conducting polymers (ICPs), because such polymers 
are electrically conductive without the need of using filler materials like carbon particles and 
metallic fibers. ICPs differ from polyacetylene (CH)x by (i) their nondegenerate ground state 
related to the nonenergetic equivalence of their two limiting mesomeric forms, aromatic and 
quinoid, (ii) their higher environmental stability, and (iii) their structural versatility which 
allows the modification of their electronic and electrochemical properties by manipulation of 
the monomer structure[11]. The electronic and structural characteristics of ICPs are essentially 
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dependent on the nature of monomers and the preparation processes as well as the after-
treatment. 
During the past 30 years, these ICPs have been marked by an explosion of the number of 
theoretical and experimental works devoted to (i) the analysis of their structure and properties 
using physical techniques, (ii) the development of new methods allowing a better control of 
their structure and electronic properties, (iii) the synthesis of the functional polymers in which 
the electronic properties of ICPs are associated with the specific properties generated by 
covalently attached prosthetic groups, (iv) the analysis of their multiple technological 
applications such as antistatic coatings, energy storage, to highly sophisticated electronic, 
photonic and bioelectronic devices[12].  
2.1.2 Basic Properties of ICPs 
In general, the electronic characteristics of ICPs are directly related to the π-conjugation 
conformation of polymer chains. The oxidation and reduction processes (by chemical or 
electrochemical treatment) of the polymer backbones lead locally to a structural distortion of 
the ground state, from benzoid structure existing in undoped (neutral) state to quinoid 
structure in doped state. As a result, the localized distortion generates a change of electronic 
characteristics. Figure 2.3 shows redox process of some ICPs synthesized from heterocyclic 
compounds. 
In the neutral (undoped) state, conducting polymers possess π-conjugated polymer chains of 
aromatic rings (benzoid structure). In this state, the polymers possess properties of p-type 
semiconductor. When ICPs are oxidized, an electron is removed from the polymer backbone 
to form a positive charge. In order to neutralize the positive charge, an anion moves into the 
polymer chain. As a result of this oxidation process, a radical cation is formed (one unpaired 
electron), which is locally associated with a structural distortion in the ICPs (see Figure 2.3). 
This entity is called a polaron, a term borrowed from condensed matter physics. The polaron 
state is a charge in an extended lattice which is stabilized by a local distortion of that 
lattice[13]. Removal of the second electron from the ICP forms another polaron at some 
location in the ICP chain, giving rise to two polarons. However, the second electron could 
also be removed from the polaron itself, generating a bipolaron (dication). It has been found 
by theoretical and experimental studies that the bipolaron in such extended structures is 
significantly more stable than two polarons[13]. 
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Figure 2.3 Redox scheme of conducting polymers 
It should be mentioned that the oxidation process considered above generating positively 
charged polarons and bipolarons, is called ‘p-doping’ process. It is also possible to reduce or 
donate electrons to the ICP chains, generating negatively charged polarons (radical anions) 
and bipolarons (dianions)[14]. This is a so-called ‘n-doping’ process. However, in practice the 
n-doped ICPs are less stable for most conducting polymers. It has been found that the charges 
are essentially mobile. For instance, two charges in a bipolaron state are not isolated on the 
specific monomer units, they are delocalized over several monomer units, but not the entire 
ICP lattice. The doping process will enhance strongly the conductivity of the polymers. The 
doping level depends on the nature of the counterions, the nature and order of polymer 
backbones, and on the applied potential. For instance, a high doping level was observed 
approximately 0.4 (one charge per every 2.5 units) for PPy with a conductivity of the order of 
100 Scm-1. For PBT film the doping level was approximately 0.2 (one charge per every 5 
units) and the conductivity was 300 Scm-1[15]. Furthermore, during oxidation and reduction 
processes, the dopants (counterions) move in or out of the conducting polymer lattice. This 
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leads to physical, volumetric strains on the conducting polymers, i.e. swelling and 
shrinking[13]. Therefore, it is possible for conducting polymers to convert electrical energy 
into mechanical work, which can be applied for sensors and electromechanical devices. 
More importantly, the electronic characteristics of ICPs and their stability are strongly 
associated with the oxidation potential of monomers and their respective polymers. In the 
current work, the practical prospects of such a strong relationship are considered and 
discussed for some typical ICPs. Figure 2.4 shows the oxidation potential of some monomers 
and their corresponding polymers in 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution. 
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Figure 2.4 Schematic illustrations for oxidation potential of some monomers                                     
and their respective polymers 
We firstly take into account the case of PPy as a specific example. In acetonitrile with 
tetrabutylammonium terafluoroborate the formation of at least two types of PPy, having 
different structures, was observed[16]. A former polymer was characterized by a homogeneous 
tinted surface and growth at relatively low potentials. At potentials close to 1.00 V, the 
formation of a black polymer started, which was evidently connected with the process of PPy 
overoxidation. This was caused primarily by interaction of the charged polymer lattice 
(polarons and bipolarons) with nucleophiles, leading to a breakdown of the π-conjugation 
system and disappearance of the electrical activity of the polymer[17]. On the other hand, 
because of its relatively low oxidation potential (0.70 V), the PPy films can be prepared on 
many different electrodes such as platinum and gold from both aqueous and non-aqueous 
solutions. The oxidation potential of the obtained PPy film was found at -0.70 V, close to its 
flat band potential. When the PPy film was applied at potentials higher than -0.70 V, the PPy 
film was in the doped state. The doped PPy film was more stable in air and considered as a 
potential candidate for corrosion protection and chemical sensors for detection of oxidized 
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gasses, for example. At potentials lower than -0.70 V, the undoped PPy film was less stable in 
air and behaved as a semiconductor with a band gap energy of 3.20 eV[18]. 
In contrast, the PTh film could only be prepared on inert electrodes such as platinum because 
of the relatively high oxidation potential of the monomers at 1.60 V. In accordance with 
Wang et al.[19], the PTh films lost the electroactivity and conductivity when the applied 
potential was scanned to 1.20 V and higher in the 0.1 M N(Bu)4ClO4/acetonitrile system. If 
the PTh film was polarized at potentials higher than 2.00 V, the anodic and cathodic peaks 
practically disappeared. In the optical absorption spectra the peak at 488 nm (2.54 eV), 
corresponding to the π-π* transition of the PTh chain, shifts to 412 nm (3.01 eV) in the case 
of degraded PTh, which is connected with the π-conjugation chain shortening to five 
thiophene units. At the same time the C=O group absorption band (1700 cm-1) was observed 
in the IR spectra, associated with the PTh overoxidation. Besides, the flat band potential of 
the PTh film, corresponding to its oxidation potential, was approximately 0.60 V. As the PTh 
film is polarized to lower potentials, the undoped (neutral) PTh film obtained was more stable 
and behaved as a semiconductor with a band gap energy of 1.80 eV.  
It is interesting to note that the undoped PTh film is a potential candidate for applications in 
electronic devices and in chemical sensors for detection of reduced gasses[20]. However, the 
doped PTh film is very less stable and is easily reduced by oxidized species in the presence of 
air and water. On the basis of the data of the figure 2.4, the copolymerization between two 
different monomers could produce new conducting polymers, having oxidation potentials in 
the middle of those of corresponding homopolymers. The physical and chemical properties of 
such copolymers would vary between the two respective homopolymers[21]. 
2.2 Organic Semiconductors 
2.2.1 Inorganic Semiconductors[13],[22] 
Conventional inorganic semiconductors such as doped Si, Ge, GaAs or CdSe possess 
conductivities ranging from 10-6 to 102 S/m as shown in Figure 2.1. If the semiconductor 
possesses a small band gap, e.g. 1.0 eV, then electrons can be excited into the conduction 
band by processes such as thermal excitation, vibrational excitation or photoexcitation, the 
electrons are mobile in this band. Removal or addition of electrons may also be accomplished 
by introduction of impurities, known as dopants. An impurity can distribute an electron into 
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the conduction band, giving rise to the electrical conductivity by electron density. This is 
known as n-doping. For instance, the introduction of an element from group 5 such as P in the 
Periodic Table into the Si crystal structure generates an n-type semiconductor. An impurity 
may also take an electron from the valence band, giving rise to electrical conduction through 
‘holes’ in the valence band, which is known as p-dopant. For example, the introduction of an 
element from group 3 such as B in the Periodic Table into the Si crystal structure generates a 
p-type semiconductor. 
It should be mentioned that these conventional semiconductors have generally a ‘rigid 
structure’ network, e.g. for Si, in which each atom is connected exactly to four neighbors. 
Removal or addition of electrons in such materials, whether by photoexcitation, 
electrochemistry, or some other means, leads to charged, ionized or excited states. Unlike the 
doping processes of conducting polymers mentioned above, the doped semiconductors have 
nearly the same structure and geometry as undoped state. The charge is delocalized over the 
entire material.  
2.2.2 Conducting Polymers as Semiconductors[13],[22] 
For organic polymers, a similar band model can be developed as in inorganic simiconductors, 
consisting of conduction and valence bands. This resulted from the extended overlaps of the 
π-orbitals of the polymer system. In other words, for organic polymers the electron transitions 
between valance band and conduction band can be identified as π-π* transitions. Unlike 
inorganic semiconductors mentioned above, polymer semiconductors are not atomic solids, 
but rather amorphous polymer materials. The polymer nature and two-fold coordination of 
organic system allow greater flexibility and susceptibility to structural distortion. The doping 
process of the conducting polymers leads to the change of the π-backbone conformation of 
the polymer structure as discussed in section 2.1.2.  
Band structure evolution of conducting polymers is considered as progressing from an 
undoped (neutral) state to a doped (oxidized) state as described in Figure 2.3. Figure 2.5 
shows the band structure evolution for PPy as a typical example. In the undoped (neutral) 
state, PPy behaves as typical semiconductor with a band gap energy of 3.16 eV (Figure 2.5 a). 
As conducting polymers are oxidized and polarons are formed, two polaron levels develop in 
the band gap, e.g. approximately 0.5 eV from the valence and conduction band edges as seen 
in Figure 2.5 b. On removal of additional electron, a bipolaron level is formed as shown in 
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Figure 2.5 c. As a result, the bipolaron levels are removed further from the valence and 
conduction band edges. Apparently, the formation of polarons is energetically more favorable 
than the formation of bipolarons. It is important to note that in the structure of conducting 
polymers, entire polymer chains would first have saturated with polarons before bipolarons 
could be formed. Therefore, at low doping levels the spectra corresponding to polaron states 
appear first, before bipolaron spectra occur. However, at very high doping levels, e.g. 
approximately 35 % for PPy, bipolarons coalesce into bipolaron bands and the band gap 
energy is broadened from 3.16 eV to 3.56 eV as shown in Figure 2.5 d. In some specific 
cases, e.g. poly(p-phenylene) and poly(thiophene), the bipolaron band is coalescing with the 
valence and conduction band, producing the metal-like conduction.   
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Figure 2.5 Band structure evolutions for polypyrrole (PPy)                                                    
the evolution from (a) to (d) is with progressively increasing doping, taken from Ref.[13] 
2.2.3 Semiconducting Properties of ICPs 
The first discovery of electroluminescence in organic light-emitting diode structures based on 
poly(para-phenylene vinylene - PPV) made organic polymer materials to become excellent 
candidates for low-cost electronic and optoelectronic devices[23]. This is based on the optical 
and electrical properties of the undoped polymers. In this dissertation, the semiconducting 
properties of representative conducting polymers synthesized from derivatives of pyrrole and 
thiophene will be briefly summarized.  
Semiconducting properties of polypyrrole (PPy) films were characterized in both aqueous 
solutions[24] and non-aqueous solutions[25]. The photocurrent and impedance measurements of 
PPy films doped by counter-anions with different sizes, small anions (perchlorate), medium 
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anions (methylsulfonate), and large anions (poly(styrene sulfonate)) was carried out[24]. The 
results showed that the semiconducting properties of the PPy films were dependent on the size 
of anions incorporated during the electropolymerization. The p-type semiconducting 
characteristics of PPy films could be found if the counter-anion was small and could release 
the polymer matrix during the reduction process. The analysis of impedance spectra of the 
PPy film established a flat band potential EFB = -0.62 V (vs. SCE) and a charge carrier density 
N0 = 2 1016 cm-3. The photoelectrochemical behavior of PPy films in the 0.1 M 
LiClO4/acetontrile solution was also reported elsewhere[25], confirming the p-type organic 
semiconductor at potentials lower than -0.30 V (vs. Ag). The band gap energy of the films 
was approximately 2.6 eV for direct transitions or 2.2 eV for indirect transitions. 
De Paoli et al. [26] has described the photoelectrochemical behavior of PEDOT films doped 
with poly(styrene sulfonate)-PSS in the 0.1 M N(Bu)4BF4/acetonitrile solution. The response 
time of the photoeffects was approximately 100 ms, which is longer than that observed for 
inorganic semiconductors, but shorter than that observed for other polythiophenes at the same 
conditions. The values for band gap Eg and flat band potential EFB were approximately 1.5 eV 
and 0.20 V (vs. Ag), respectively. The charge carrier density was N0 = 2.6 1017 cm-3 in the 
dark and 5.2 1017 cm-3 under illumination. The width of the depletion layer estimated from 
values of N0 is 10.00 nm in the dark and 7.00 nm under illumination. The n-doped PEDOT 
film was formed at the negative potential of -2.05 V (vs. Ag), but was relatively unstable even 
at dry conditions in inert atmosphere[27]. The similar result was found for polythiophene[28]. 
Photocurrent spectra of the PBT film yielded a band gap energy of 1.80 eV for indirect 
transitions and of 2.03 eV for direct transitions[29]. Mott-Schottky plots established values EFB 
= 0.60 V and = 0.50 V (vs. SCE) for the positive and negative potential scans, respectively. 
This deviation was probably caused by the kinetics of anion transfer into the film (oxidation 
process) and from the film to the electrolyte (reduction process). Photocurrent and differential 
capacity measurements of PBT and PBuTh films were made[3] in H2O + 0.2 M LiClO4 
electrolyte established an onset potential of 0.30 V at pH = 7.0. The change in the pH values 
leads to the change in the onset potential. Mott-Schottky plots gave a flat band potential of 
0.67 V for PBT film and of 0.58 V for PBuTh film. 
A series of investigations of PMT films was carried out by photoelectrochemical and 
impedance measurements[30],[31]. The modulated photoconductivity of PMT was measured as 
a function of frequency and time. It was found that the frequency dependence of the 
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photoconductivity was not linear in whole frequencies and the constant photoconductivity 
was established in a short time. Therefore, these results indicate that the measured 
photoconductivity is not due to a thermal effect caused by sample heating following the laser 
like absorption. The photoconductivity of PMT film obtained as illuminating from the 
substrate side was larger than that obtained under the front-wall illumination. This result is an 
indication for heterogeneity in the electrodeposited film. Contrary to results reported in the 
literature[24], the space charge layer trapping phenomenon occurred mainly in the polymer 
surface in contact with the electrolyte[30]. The differential capacitance of PMT films was 
determined by PECS and EIS measurements, the best results were obtained by EIS because 
the space charge capacitance could be separated from the other capacitance distributions. 
From the Mott-Schottky plot (C-2 vs. E), the values EFB = 0.08 V (vs. Ag) and N0 = 6 1017 cm-
3 were determined. This result was confirmed by PECS measurement, where dissolved O2 
played the role of the electron acceptor. The band gap derived from analysis of photocurrent 
spectra was 1.9 eV for a direct transition[31].  
2.3 Conducting Copolymers: Synthesis and Characterization 
2.3.1 Copolymer Structures 
Copolymers are polymers with different types of monomers statistically distributed in the 
polymer chains. The common methods used to synthesize the conducting copolymers are 
electrochemical or chemical oxidation of mixtures of different monomers. Two different 
monomers, A and B, can be copolymerized in many different ways. The organization of a 
copolymer can be differed by mode of copolymerization and preparation conditions. 
 When the two monomers are coupled in an alternating manner, the polymer is called an 
alternating copolymer as shown in Figure 2.6. 
 
A B A B A B A B A B A B A B A BA B
Figure 2.6 Alternating copolymer 
One typical example of an alternating copolymer was described by Cho et al.[32], 
copolymerizing phenylene and vinylene with dihexylflorenes. 
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 When the coupling reactions between two different monomers occurred in any order, the 
polymer is called a random copolymer as shown in Figure 2.7. Many investigations into the 
synthesis and characterization of the random copolymers have been reported. Representative 
random copolymers of EDOT and MT were described in the literature[33]. 
  A B A B A B A BA A B A B A B B A A
Figure 2.7 Random copolymer 
 In a block copolymer, all monomers A and B are grouped together to form blocks of 
homopolymers. The homopolymer blocks are bound by covalent bonds as shown in Figure 
2.8. 
  A A A A B B B B B BA A A B B BA A
Figure 2.8 Block copolymer 
A lot of interesting block copolymers has been synthesized by both electrochemical and 
chemical techniques. For instance, well-defined poly(n-butyl methacrylate)-b-
poly(methacrylic acid) block copolymers were described in the literature[34]. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                   
Figure 2.9 Graft copolymer 
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 When polymer chains, made of monomer B, are grafted onto a polymer chain of monomer 
A through covalent bonds, we call it a graft copolymer as shown in Figure 2.9. The most well-
known example of a graft copolymer of pyrrole and styrene was synthesized by Nazzal and 
Street[35]. 
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2.3.2 Electrochemical Copolymerization 
2.3.2.1 Mechanism 
In principle, the main processes, nucleation and growth of the film, taking place during the 
copolymerization from a mixture of different monomers are similar to the polymerization of 
single monomers. However, the nature of dimerization (oligomerization) is different because 
of the coupling competition between two classes of different radical cations in the solution. 
The copolymerization processes were modeled on the mechanism proposed by Genies et 
al.[36] and then developed by Funt et al.[37]. The reaction scheme for the copolymerization in 
terms of monomers A and B is shown in Figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.10 Reaction scheme for copolymerization, reproduced from Ref.[37] 
Nucleation 
 The initial step of the copolymerization process is the anodic oxidation of two different 
monomers which can be adsorbed on the electrode surface or coming from solution, 
producing radical cations. The relative rates of monomer oxidation are mainly dependent 
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on the nature of each monomer, the polymerization potential, the nature and superficial 
state of the electrodes[38]. 
 In step 2, reactions of the selective incorporation of monomers into the cooligomers or the 
short copolymer chains, cooligomerization occur. 
If the electron transfer reaction is much faster than the diffusion of the monomer from the 
bulk solution, a high concentration of radical cations is continuously maintained near the 
electrode surface, where the oligomerization takes place. Two couplings for oligomerization 
are possible: the dimerization of one radical cation with another[39],[40] and the interaction 
between a radical cation and a neutral monomer molecule[41],[42]. For electrochemical 
copolymerization, Funt and coworkers[37],[43] showed that for the oxidative coupling reactions 
both monomers must be oxidized in order for copolymerizing. As an example, the 
electrochemical copolymerization of pyrrole and 2,2’-bithiophene was studied. The result was 
recently confirmed by Peter et al.[6]. Welzel et al.[44] demonstrated that no reaction between a 
radical cation and a neutral molecule was observed in the copolymerization of 2,2’-
bithiophene with methyl-3-thiophene acetate or with 3-methlythiophene. At potentials lower 
than 1.3 V where methyl-3-thiophene acetate and 3-methlythiophene were not oxidized, 2,2’-
bithiophene was polymerized without copolymerization. 
The main way of dimerization is α-α’ coupling of two radical cations because of the high 
electron density at the α position of the aromatic ring. Besides, side couplings can occur by α-
β and β-β’ interactions[45]. 
 In step 3, reactions are very fast in comparison to either step 1 or step 2 reactions, and 
therefore not rate controlling[46]. 
Based on a probability basis[47], analysis of the reactions occurring in step 2 indicated that the 
relative rates of incorporation of the two monomers are described below with an assumption 
of a steady state condition: 
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where r1 = k11/k12 and r2 = k22/k21 are designated as monomer reactivity ratios, which indicate 
the preference of the polymer chains to incorporate one monomer over another. The equation 
2.11 is the so-called copolymerization equation and it is a useful tool for predicting the 
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composition of the copolymer in terms of two constants, r1 and r2. However, it does not 
acquire or yield any information about rates of copolymerization or relative rates of monomer 
oxidation[47]. 
In order to estimate values r1 and r2, the Fineman-Ross equation[48] based on a linearization of 
equation 2.11 can be used: 
     G(1-g) = -r2 + r1 G2g     (2.12) 
where G is defined as a monomer ratio, [A]/[B] and g as the ratio in the copolymer, 
d[B]/d[A]. 
The intercept and slope of the plot of G(1-g) vs. G2g give r2 and r1, respectively. However, the 
linear equation is limited in accuracy[49], especially when reactivity ratios differ widely, as for 
r1 > 1 and r2 < 1. Under these conditions, the ratio of monomers in the reacting solution 
changes rapidly, causing serious errors in the independent variables. Furthermore, the 
application of linear methods causes unequal weighting of the data, with the extreme points 
on the graphs having an unreasonable effect on the slope and intercept[6]. 
O’Driscoll et al. suggested a nonlinear method, the error-in-variables (EVM) which has been 
successfully applied to the determination of reactivity ratios in several copolymerization 
experiments[49]. The errors in both dependent and independent variables are minimized when 
utilizing an error covariance matrix[50]. The reactivity ratios (r1 and r2) depending on the 
applied potential and the electrolyte system during copolymerization of Py and BT were 
calculated by the EVM method[6]. Table 2.1 illustrates the influence of parameters during the 
copolymerization of Py and BT on the reactivity ratios. For such a copolymer system, the best 
estimation for values of monomer reactivity ratios obtained by the EVM method did not much 
differ from those determined by the Fineman-Ross method. 
In the special case, where r1 = 1/r2, the mole fraction of monomer A in a monomer mixture 
also presents the mole fraction of monomer A in a desired copolymer. In some cases, these 
monomer reactivity ratios, r1 and r2 are less than unity, meaning that two different monomers 
tend to alternate in the copolymer chain. However, no polymerization has yet been found 
where both ratios are greater than unity[33],[47]. In the extreme case, where k12 and k21 are both 
zero, a mixture of monomers would polymerize to give pure homopolymers. In most 
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electrocopolymerization processes, one ratio is less than unity and the other greater than unity 
(see Table 2.1). 
LiClO4 / PC  
System 
N(Bu)4ClO4 / ACN  
System Ep / V 
r1 (Py) r2 (BT) r1 (Py) r2 (BT) 
1.30 
1.40 
1.50 
23 
24 
 
0.03 
0.18 
 
5.0 
 
4.1 
0.10 
 
0.23 
 
 
 
Table 2.1 Copolymerization equation parameters,                                                            
values r1 and r2 were estimated by EVM method, taken from Ref.[6] 
The following step is the nucleation process. The cooligomerization builds up a cooligomeric 
high density region, which is established closely to the electrode surface and depends on the 
supersaturation achieved. As a result, clusters are deposited on the electrode, creating growing 
nuclei[38]. 
Growth of the film  
Oxidation reactions of cooligmers or short copolymer chains occur continuously on monomer 
units at the end of the cooligomers, because their oxidation potentials are lower than that of 
the respective monomers. The coupling between monomers and cooligomers is increasing the 
chain lengths from cooligomers to copolymers with higher molecular weights[43], increasing 
the conductivity and reducing the oxidation potential of the copolymer.  
2.3.2.2 Initiator Effects on Electrochemical Copolymerization 
Like electrochemical homopolymerization, the copolymer electrosynthesis has many 
experimental variables such as type of solvent, concentration of reagents, temperature, cell 
geometry, nature of monomer structure and electrolyte, nature and shape of the electrode, and 
applied electrical conditions. Besides, the structure and composition of the resulting 
copolymers are affected by the monomer ratio in the feed and the difference in the oxidation 
potential of the two monomers. Some main variables affecting the electrochemical 
copolymerization are described below.  
One of the important parameters affecting the copolymerization is the polymerization 
potential (Ep). The ratio of one radical cation to another at the electrode surface depends on 
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the over-potential required by each monomer for oxidation. Peter et al.[6] showed that at a 
fixed monomer ratio, the radical cation of Py was favored because of a lower oxidation 
potential. However, the [Py+.]/[BT+.] ratio at the electrode reduced strongly with increasing  
Ep as given in Table 2.1. The reactivity ratio corresponding to BT rises significantly from 0.10 
to 0.23 with increasing Ep from 1.30 V to 1.50 V, indicating apparently that the preference of 
BT was increased in the copolymer chain. The similar influence of Ep on the copolymer 
composition was also obtained when studying the electrochemical copolymerization of EDOT 
and MT[51]. The preference of MT into the copolymer chain was increased with increasing Ep. 
As a result, the oxidation potential and maximum absorption peak of the resulting copolymer 
shifted to those of PMT. However, at a very high Ep, the over-oxidation of the polymer can be 
observed, shortening the length of π-conjugation and reducing the conductivity[44].  
Another important parameter is the monomer ratio in the starting solution. At a fixed Ep, the 
structures and characteristics of the copolymers can be controlled by varying the monomer 
ratio. For instance, the [Py+.]/[BT+.] ratio at the electrode surface was dependent on the 
monomer concentration of Py and BT in the initial solution[6]. This resulted in the alteration of 
the copolymer composition as well as the monomer distribution in the copolymer chains. 
Additionally, the more EDOT units incorporated into the copolymer chains of EDOT and MT 
increase with increasing concentration of EDOT in the starting solution[51]. The similar result 
was obtained in the case of the copolymer system Py and ANi[7]. The copolymer composition 
of Py and ANi was controlled by changing the monomer ratio in the starting solution at a 
fixed Ep.  
The nature (e.g. oxidation potential and structure) of each monomer has an effect on its 
oxidation rate and the concentration of radical cations produced at the electrode surface. It 
means that this affects the reactivity of each monomer incorporated into the copolymer chain. 
Peter and co-workers also demonstrated that the more easily oxidized monomer will 
incorporate more readily into the copolymer because of its greater rate of oxidation to radical 
cations[6]. On the other hand, the reactivity ratio of each monomer is related to the spin 
density on the coupling position and life-time (micro-seconds range) of radical cations 
produced[52]. 
The reactivity ratio of radical cations depends strongly on the nature of the electrolyte system 
employed. The morphological structure and conductivity of the copolymer of Py and ANi was 
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changed when the electrolyte system H2SO4/H2O, LiClO4/ACN or HClO4/H2O were used[7]. 
Furthermore, when investigating the copolymerization of Py and BT by using different 
electrolyte systems, authors[6] showed that the reactivity ratio corresponding to Py was 
approximately 23.0 for LiClO4/PC solution and 5.0 for N(Bu)4ClO4/ACN solution. This result 
revealed that the preference of Py over BT is even greater in the LiClO4/PC solution than in 
the N(Bu)4ClO4/ACN solution as seen in Table 2.1.   
The side chain group also affects the reactivity ratios during the copolymerization process, 
leading to the change of the monomer distribution sequence into the copolymer chain. 
Stergiou et al.[33] showed that for all systems the values of the reactivity ratio corresponding 
to styrene were higher than that corresponding to alkyl methacrylate. The difference was 
increased by increasing the size of the ester group of the methacrylate. This result exhibited 
apparently that the incorporation of styrene units in the copolymer structure was kinetically 
favored by increasing the size of the alkyl group of the methacrylate monomer. Additionally, 
the electrochemical copolymerization of pyrrole with a variety of functionalized pyrroles was 
described. The obtained results demonstrated that the reactivity ratio of the functionalized 
pyrrole is lower than that of pyrrole and the copolymer consisted mainly of pyrrole[53].  
2.3.3 Characterization of Copolymer Materials  
2.3.3.1 Applied Techniques[54] 
The conducting copolymers can be characterized by a variety of techniques such as cyclic 
voltammetry; optical characterization; nuclear magnetic resonance for studying structural 
conformation, chain orientation and molecular motion; mass spectroscopy for determining 
molecular weight and evaluating copolymer formation; Raman and infrared spectroscopy for 
vibrational assignments; thermal analysis for evidence of glass and melting transitions and 
decomposition temperature, dependence of the conductivity on temperature and electric field, 
and magnetic susceptibility, to understand the conductivity mechanism; electroluminescence 
to screen for potential use in light emitting diodes (LEDs); various types of X-ray analysis to 
understand the crystal structure; microscopic techniques (e.g. SEM, TEM and AFM) for 
determining morphological structure, EIS and PECS measurements were employed for 
characterizing semiconducting properties and studying charge transfers at interfaces.  
2.3.3.2 Copolymer Characterization 
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Characterization of the copolymers is one of main tasks when studying copolymer materials. 
Many copolymer systems were investigated so far by different techniques. In the following, 
some typically cited results are introduced. 
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Figure 2.11 Cyclic voltammograms of copolymers MtEDOT obtained from different volume 
ratios of 0.2 M EDOT to 0.2 M MT: (a) 0:100, (b) 1:100, (c) 4:100, (d) 5:100, (e) 100:0. ITO 
working electrode, Pt foil counter electrode, Ag/AgCl dipped in 0.1 M LiClO4/ACN quasi-
reference electrode and in monomer-free 0.1 M LiClO4/ACN electrolyte at scan rate of 100 
mV/s, taken from Ref.[51]. 
A well-known example of conducting copolymers characterized by cyclic voltammetry is a 
copolymer film of EDOT and MT[51] as shown in Figure 2.11. From the CV curves, one redox 
potential couple was derived, an evidence for the formation of a true copolymer. If the 
copolymer would have been a mixture of PEDOT and PMT, two pairs of redox peaks should 
have appeared at different potentials. The redox-peak potentials of the copolymer shift to the 
negative direction with increasing concentration of EDOT in the copolymerization solution. 
The similar phenomena were observed when investigating the electrochemical properties of 
copolymer films of Py and Th[55], and random copolymer films of Py and BT (or 
terthiophene)[56]. The change in the position of the redox peaks for the copolymer film of Py 
and BT indicated that the average number of BT units systematically increases as the 
polymerization potential is increased. While, CVs of the copolymer film of pyrrole and 
nickel-6,6’-bis(2-hydroxyphenyl)bipyridine (Ni-bpsalen) having a mole fraction of Ni-
bpsalen of 0.75 showed that two oxidation peaks remain, the first one at 0.23 V being typical 
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for PPy chains and the second peak corresponds to the oxidation potential of pure poly(Ni-
bpsalen)[52]. This implied that a block copolymer was formed.  
The doping level (β) of the copolymer film calculated from the CVs is intermediate between 
that of homopolymers, β = 0.65 for poly(Ni-bpsalen) and β = 0.27 for PPy, depending on the 
copolymer composition. On the other hand, the CVs of the copolymer films of pyrrole and 
(N-hydroxyethyl)pyrroles showed that the copolymers have higher redox currents and specific 
charges than PPy, indicating that the ionic mobility in the copolymers is higher than that in 
PPy and the discharge capacities were enhanced when the (N-hydroxyalkyl)pyrrole was 
copolymerized with pyrrole[57]. 
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Figure 2.12 Optical absorption spectra of copolymer MtEDOT obtained from different 
volume ratios of 0.2 M EDOT to 0.2 M MT: (a) 0:100, (b) 1:100, (c) 2:100, (d) 3:100, (e) 
4:100, (f) 5:100, (g) 100:0, potentiostatically coated on ITO at 2.0 V and reduced at -1.3 V, 
Ag/AgCl dipped in 0.1 M LiClO4/ACN quasi-reference electrode, taken from Ref.[51]. 
The copolymer of EDOT and MT was also characterized by UV-Vis-NIR spectroscopy[51], 
indicating that the location of absorption maxima of the copolymers shifted between those of 
individual homopolymers as illustrated in Figure 2.12. The variation of the copolymer 
composition provides the continuous modulation of the optical properties, confirming the 
formation of random copolymers. It was assumed that if one had been forming a block 
copolymer of sufficient block lengths to express the optical signature of each homopolymer, 
one should have been able to observe a combination of the optical absorption spectra. The 
similar result was established in the case of copolymers of 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene and 
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dihexylfluorene[58]. These observations were in good agreement with the data recorded by 
CVs. Additionally, the UV-Vis spectrum of copolymers between pyrrole and Ni-bpsalen (or 
Ni-salen) prepared from a solution containing 20% of Ni-salen compound were presented in 
the literature[52]. The results exhibited that the absorption spectrum of the copolymer was 
noticeably different from that of PPy, whereas CVs and EDX spectra are indistinguishable 
from pure PPy. It was assumed that a very small amount of Ni-salen in the PPy disturbed the 
spectroscopic response more than the electrochemical measurements. On the other hand, the 
UV-Vis spectrum of the block copolymer of 2-undecylaniline and 9,9-bis(2-
ethylhexyl)fluorine showed characteristic absorption bands of both blocks, λmax of poly(9,9-
bis(2-ethylhexyl)fluorine) = 385 nm and λmax of poly(2-undecylaniline) = 550 nm[59].  
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Figure 2.13 DSC curves of (methacrylamide-co-methyl methacrylate) copolymers having 
different polymer composition, PMAAMxx.x (value xx.x expresses poly(methacrylamide) 
increased within the copolymer from 3.7 to 56.2 percent), taken from Ref.[64]. 
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Thermal analysis has been employed to test the formation and decomposition of conducting 
copolymers. The thermogravimetric curves of the copolymers are intermediate between those 
of the corresponding homopolymers and dependent on the copolymer composition. This can 
be a proof for the formation of true copolymers between pyrrole and aniline [7], and thiophene 
and alkylthiophene[60]. On the contrary, the use of conductivity and thermogravimetric 
analysis showed that the electric conductivity and thermal stability of the copolymer 
nanofibrils of Py and MT, which were formed by using the template-synthesis, were higher 
than individual homopolymers[61]. DSC thermograms were also used to characterize 
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copolymers. Just one value of glass transition temperature, Tg was found by DSC 
measurements, confirming the formation of random copolymers[33],[62],[63],[64]. The value Tg of 
the copolymer of styrene and alkyl methacrylate was used to compare results of several 
theoretical and experimental methods[33]. The results indicated that the value Tg for the 
copolymer was an average that of the homopolymers, depending on the copolymer 
composition. Similar results have been reported by Tanaka when characterizing the glass 
transition in the random copolymers of propylene and ethylene[62]. Value Tg of the random 
copolymer decreased gradually with increasing ethylene content in the copolymer. Another 
typical example for characterization of a copolymer investigated by DSC measurement is a 
copolymer of methacrylamide and methyl methacrylate[64]. In this case, the value Tg of several 
copolymers shifted from that of pure poly(methyl methacrylate) – PMMA at 100 oC to that of 
pure poly(methacrylamide) - PMAAM at 251 oC when increasing the methacrylamide 
concentration in the reacting solution as illustrated in Figure 2.13. The dependence of Tg on 
the composition of a copolymer has also been discussed on the basis of the free-volume 
theory. However, the DSC thermograms of electrochemically prepared copolymers of pyrrole 
and thiophene-ended styrene did not show any glass transition temperature or melting point 
within the testing range 30 oC to 300 oC, whereas the Tg of homopolymer thiophene-ended 
polystyrene was approximately 104 oC[65].  
The vibrational spectroscopy, like Raman and IR spectroscopy, was also employed to 
characterize the copolymer materials. A typical example for the characterization of the 
copolymers of EDOT and MT by Raman spectroscopy was described by Yohannes and 
coworkers[51].  The results showed that the Raman spectra of the films prepared from a 
mixture of monomers were linear combinations of the spectra of the pure materials. On the 
other hand, the functionalized copolymers of thiophene-3-acetic acid with 3-methylthiophene 
was studied by IR spectroscopy[66]. The results indicated the presence of thiophene-3-acetic 
acid in the copolymer. In addition, NMR, ESR and MS spectroscopy are considered as 
powerful techniques in order to study the structure of the polymer. Aubert and coworkers[52] 
performed Maldi-tof mass spectrometry from the hydrolysis of the copolymer of pyrrole and 
Ni-pbsalen after cleavage of the copolymer. The obtained spectra exhibited the peaks coming 
from the cooligomers with different combinations of monomer units. A set of the 
poly(oxyethylene methacrylate)-b-poly(lauryl methacrylate), poly(oxyethylene methacrylate)-
b-poly(alkyl methacrylate) block copolymers were investigated by solid-state 1H NMR 
spectroscopy[67]. As the motional rate of segmental in the copolymers exceeds 105/s, the 1H 
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line width of the peak at 3.8 ppm reduced rapidly from its rigid-limit value of 50 kHz to 
hundreds of hertz in the melt with increasing temperature.  
A series of copolymer films of pyrrole and (N-hydroxyalkyl)pyrroles was characterized by 
SEM[57]. The formation of PPy film followed the three-dimensional growth mechanism, 
whereas both the poly(N-(2-hydroxyethyl)pyrrole) and poly(N-(2-hydroxypropyl)pyrrole) 
films followed the two-dimensional growth mechanism. This implies that the substituents of 
(hydroxyethyl)pyrrole and (hydroxypropyl)pyrrole prevented the polymer from growing 
vertically due to steric hindrance. The micrographs of the copolymer films having different 
mole fraction of pyrrole were similar to that of pure PPy, revealing that the copolymerization 
of pyrrole and (hydroxyethyl)pyrrole, and pyrrole and (hydroxypropyl)pyrrole solutions 
mainly followed the three-dimensional mechanism during electropolymerization. This is 
consistent with the results of the potential-time profiles discussed also in this paper. The Li 
group [68],[70] has described interesting copolymers of pyrrole and thiophene, and pyrrole and 
aniline formed by template-synthesis. The SEM and TEM micrographs of the copolymer 
nanofibrils had uniform morphology and well-aligned arrays. Their diameter and length could 
be controlled by changing the aspect ratios of anodic aluminum oxide membrane. 
Quantitative characterization of copolymers was performed with XPS, EDX and elemental 
analysis. The determination of the copolymer composition was carried out by XPS analysis 
involving deconvolution of the C (1s) spectrum using the C (1s) spectra for the 
homopolymers of pyrrole and the appropriate functionalized pyrrole. A constraint in the 
fitting routine was provided by quantification of the N (1s) signals[53]. On the other hand, the 
copolymer composition was also characterized by EDX[52] and elemental analysis[57]. 
2.4 Potential and Commercial Applications  
Conducting polymers are used as replacements for metals because they have potentially 
unique and superior properties such as easy-preparation, light-weight and low-cost fabrication 
or because the metals are toxic or damage the environment[54]. In principle, there are two main 
groups of applications for conducting polymers, the first group utilizes their conductivity as 
main property, and the second utilizes their electroactivity. Table 2.2 shows devices and 
applications of the conjugated polymers in technological fields.  
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Perhaps one of the pioneering commercial applications of the conjugated polymers in the 
electronic technology are organic light-emitting diode (oLED) discovered in 1990 by Friend 
and his collaborators in Cambridge University. At this time, the efficiencies of oLEDs 
achieved were very low (approximately 1/1000ths of a percent). But very quickly after that 
(in 1991) Braun and Heeger were able to get the efficiency up to one percent[75]. It is recently 
expected that the efficiencies have got up to 8 to 10 percent in polymer LEDs. Some 
companies around the world such as UNIAX Corporation, Cambridge Displays 
Technology (CDT), DuPont Displays, Siemens, Kodak and Universal Displays 
Corporation offer displays based on this kind of materials. In addition, at UNIAX 
Corporation, one is putting a lot of efforts into the development of photodetectors and 
photovoltaic cells from these conducting polymers. Meanwhile, Philips company has been 
using semiconducting and metallic polymers, casting from solution and using simple 
processing methods, to make integrated circuits with real functionality and thin film transistor 
arrays that can be used to drive liquid crystal displays. Nevertheless, in order to improve the 
quality of polymer electronic devices and market more kind of polymer electronic products, 
much work related to the search of new materials and new synthesis route must be developed. 
 Conductivity Electroactivity 
 Corrosion protection[70] 
 Controlled-release           
applications[71] 
 Radar Applications[72] 
 Integrated circuit boards[54] 
 Electrostatic materials[73] 
 Conducting adhesives[74] 
 Antistatic clothing[74]  
 Active electronics[23],[75],[76]  
 Third-order nonlinear                
optical polymers, e.g. 
switches, data storage and 
data transmission[77],[78] 
 Biosensors and                       
molecular electronics[76]  
 Rechargable batteries[79]  
 Electromechanical sensors         
and devices[80],[81],[82] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.2 Devices and applications of conjugated polymers in technological areas 
Batteries were one of the first areas where conducting polymers promised to have a 
commercial impact. Owing to their low densities, it was thought that batteries with power 
density much higher than those of ordinary lead acid batteries could be developed[54]. 
Moreover, since the charge on a polymer backbone is distributed over three or four repeat 
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units, the charge capacity per unit weight for conducting polymers could be better than in 
conventional batteries. For example, Allied Chemical and Bridgestone Seiko companies 
have marked a button-sized battery using these conducting polymers such as PPy, PANi and 
PTh[79]. However, in order for satisfying the requirements of the stability and the lifetime of 
this device much more work is necessary. 
Since the conducting polymers change the electronic properties by incorporation of ions and 
solvents or by reaction with surrounding agents, it is possible to develop and market ion-
specific and gas sensors based on these materials. On the other hand, the functionalization of 
the polymer film by immobilization of biomolecules on the film surface could open up new 
possibilities in the fields of amperometric biosensors and actuators, and enzyme electrodes. 
Additionally, the conducting polymers can change the specific volume, depending on their 
oxidation or reduction state. Therefore, it is possible to convert electrical energy into 
mechanical work[80]. Despite of so many interesting possibilities for conducting polymer 
sensors and actuators, a great deal of work involving background noise due to water 
absorption, lifetime, selectivity and sensitivity must still be done.  
Another area where conducting polymers could have an impact is the area of electrochemical 
cells. For example, ‘smart windows’ have been commercialized for buildings, which 
withstand 100,000 or more cycles. These devices meet or nearly meet the requirements of 
transmission, switching speed (seconds are preferable, but minutes are certainly acceptable). 
Conducting polymers have also great potentials in corrosion protection. If superior 
performance of conducting polymers can be demonstrated under practical conditions, there 
could be a billion dollar market[54].  
It must be remembered that conjugated copolymer materials could have the same potential 
and commercial impact as common conjugated homopolymers. The defined structure and 
electronic properties of the copolymers can be controlled by changing experimental 
conditions, thus they could meet the requirements of specific technologies and overcome 
limitations that homopolymers have.  
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Chapter 3 
Characterization Techniques  
 
Main techniques used for investigation into the physical and chemical properties of the 
copolymers are introduced briefly in this section. Detailed description for the methods, basic 
principles and technical parameters of instruments can be found the relevant literatures.  
3.1 Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectroscopy[83],[84]  
Electrospray ionization mass spectroscopy (ESI MS) is a class of mass spectroscopy, which 
was developed firstly by J. Fenn in 1988. Mass spectrometers contain five main components 
as illustrated in Figure 3.1.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Components of a mass spectrometer 
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 In the ESI mass spectrometer, the probe solution is inserted directly into ionization source 
by micro-pumps.   
 Several techniques are used for ionizing the probe solution such as electron ionization, 
chemical ionization, fast atom/ion bombardment, thermospray, laser desorption ionization, 
matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization and electrospray ionization. 
ESI generates ions directly from aqueous or organic solutions by creating a fine spray of 
highly charged droplets in the presence of a strong electric field (typically 3.5 kV). As the 
droplet decreases in size due to evaporation of solvent, the electric charge density on its 
surface increases. The Coulombic repulsion between charges on the droplet surface becomes 
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so great that it exceeds the forces of surface tension, resulting in a release of ions from the 
droplet surface on the basis of a "Taylor cone" mechanism.  
Vaporization of these charged droplets results in the production of single or multiple-charged 
gaseous ions. The number of charges depends on such factors as composition, pH of the 
electrosprayed solvent, chemical nature of the sample etc. For small molecules (< 2000 Da), 
ESI typically generates single or double charged ions, while for large molecules (> 2000 Da) 
the ESI process typically gives rise to a series of multiple-charged species. Because mass 
spectrometers measure the mass-to-charge (m/z) ratio, the resultant ESI mass spectrum 
contains multiple peaks corresponding to the different charged states.  
The droplets can be positively or negatively charged, depending on the sign of the applied 
potential. The negatively charged droplets contain anions, like Cl-, Br- and the droplets are 
charged positively by formation with cations, like H+, Li+, Na+, NH4+ and K+. The charged 
ions can also be formed by the electrochemical redox process. 
 The mass analyzer is used to separate the various ions according to their mass-to-charge 
(m/z) ratio. In a mass spectrometer, there are one or several analyzers in series. Ions can be 
separated by a) magnetic fields, b) electric fields, c) time of flight of ions. In ESI mass 
spectrometer, the quadrupole analyzer is used. This device is based on the stability of the 
trajectories in an oscillating electric field.  
 A detector counts the ions emerging from the last analyzer.  
 Computer is used to process the data and control the instrument through feedback.  
Summary, the main feature of an ESI mass spectrometer is that the ions carry multiple 
charges, which reduces their m/z ratio, a prerequisite for obtaining the mass spectra of large 
molecules. 
3.2 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) has been used to study semiconductors, 
corrosion, batteries, electroplating and electro-organic synthesis[85]. For conducting polymer, 
this method provides information on the processes inside and below the polymer film.  
3.2.1 Basic Principles 
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Electrochemical impedance theory describes the response of a circuit to an alternating current 
or voltage as a function of frequency. The basic theory is described briefly and more details 
can be found in the literatures[86],[87],[88],[89].  
A voltage sine wave is applied to the electrochemical cell: 
E(t) = E0 sin (ωt + ϕE)     (3.1) 
with amplitude E0 (5 - 10 mV), frequency ω = 2πf in radians per second (frequency f in 
Hertz) 
The applied voltage generates a current: 
I(t) = I0 sin (ωt + ϕi)      (3.2) 
shifted in time by a phase shift:  
                   ϕ = ϕE - ϕi        (3.3) 
The impedance (complex ac resistance) is given by the ratio E/I: 
 
 
in which the modulus of the impedance is                             and the phase shift                        . 
Z’ and Z’’ express the real and imaginary parts of the impedance, respectively. 
In an electrochemical system, the impedance is measured as a function of frequencies. The 
data obtained can be displayed either as Nyquist plot (Z’ vs. Z’’) or as Bode plot (log ⎪Z⎪ and 
ϕ vs. log f). In order to analyze the impedance plots, a physical model is necessary. Suitable 
equivalent circuits take into account the electrochemical reactions and transport processes 
complemented by more complex models for diffusion (Warburg impedance) or more complex 
processes like adsorption. The elements of the equivalent circuits and the constants of the 
more complex processes are obtained by fitting procedure.  
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Many theoretical and experimental investigations into the polymer electrode have centered on 
the analysis of charge transfer processes occurring inside the polymer film and at the 
interfaces[15],[24],[90],[91],[92],[93]. In general, the interpretation of the impedance spectra of a 
polymer electrode can be discussed in three main frequency regions. 
 The high frequency region provides the resistance and capacitance of the polymer film 
and the electrolyte resistance. 
 The medium frequency region is related to the redox process occurring at the interfaces 
and the space charge region. 
 The low frequency behavior is determined by diffusion or absorption of counter-ions.  
In practice, the impedance spectra of conducting polymer electrodes are measured over a 
potential range covering the oxidized and reduced states. The results depend on the structure 
and conformation of the materials with reduction and oxidation. Many models have been 
developed.  
Some authors[15],[24],[90] introduced a transmission line model to analyze the impedance spectra 
of the doped polymer film. The polymer film was considered as a conductor with electronic 
and ionic distributions. Two resistances Re and Rion which describe the distribution of 
electrons and ions in series with a Faraday capacitance element CF as shown in Figure 3.2[90]. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Equivalent circuit for analysis of the transport impedance in the porous electrode 
However, in the undoped (neutral) state a more complex model is required because at high 
frequencies a new resonance circle (time constant RSCCSC) is observed[24]. The introduction of 
this high frequency resonance circle into the impedance plot leads to the complex 
transmission line model given in Figure 3.3[24],[91],[92]. The high frequency response can be 
assigned to a charge transfer resistance in parallel with a double layer capacitance either at the 
electrode/polymer (see Figure 3.3 A) or at the polymer/electrolyte interface (see Figure 3.3 
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B). Ren and Pikup[91] demonstrated that the high frequency response originates from a process 
at the electrode/polymer interface because the value of Cdl was found approximately 23 µF 
cm-2 similar to the value of Pt double layer capacitance. This is expected for the electron 
transfer resistance at the electrode/polymer interface rather than ion transfer resistance at the 
polymer/electrolyte interface. Recently, this confirmation was also evidenced again by 
Rammelt et al.[24] when studying the impedance behavior of polypyrrole films doped with 
methylsulfonate.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 Equivalent circuits with charge transfer resistance Rct and double layer capacitance 
Cdl at the polymer/electrolyte (A) or at the electrode/polymer (B) interface,                          
taken from Ref.[91]  
In the undoped state of the polymer film, the double layer capacitance (Cdl) and charge 
transfer resistance (Rct) correspond to the space charge capacitance (CSC) and space charge 
resistance (RSC), respectively[94]. With this model, the space charge capacitance can be 
separated in the analysis of the impedance data. 
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3.3 Photoelectrochemical Spectroscopy 
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Complementing EIS measurements, photoelectrochemical spectroscopy (PECS) was 
employed to characterize the semiconducting state of the polymer in contact with the 
electrolyte. 
3.3.1 Basic Principles 
When a semiconductor electrode is immersed into the electrolyte containing a redox couple, 
the difference in the electrochemical potentials (Fermi levels) emerges across the interface. In 
which, Fermi level of the electrolyte (EF,redox) can be identified with the electrochemical 
potential of electrons in a redox couple (Eredox = µe,redox) as defined by the Nernst 
expression[94]: 
 
where aox and ared are the activities of oxidized and reduced species, respectively in the redox 
couple and µe,redox is the chemical potential of a redox couple. The relation of EF,redox (as 
defined with reference to vacuum) and Eredox (as defined with reference to NHE) is expressed 
by equation 3.6[95]: 
EF,redox = - 4.5 eV - eEredox      (3.6) 
Equilibration of this interface thus necessitates the flow of charge from one phase to the other 
and as a result, a ‘band bending’ appears within the semiconductor phase. The situation before 
and after contact of the two phases is illustrated in Figure 3.4 A and B for an n-type and p-
type semiconductor, respectively. After contact, the net result of equilibration is that EF,redox = 
EF and a ‘built-in’ voltage, VSC is generated within the semiconductor phase as shown in the 
right-hand side of Figure 3.4 A and B. This results in a space charge region (depletion layer of 
majority carriers) at the semiconductor/electrolyte interface inside the semiconductor phase. 
The width of the depletion layer (W) is generally dependent on its electronic conductivity and 
density of states in the semiconductor[96]. If a semiconductor has a charge carrier density (N) 
ranging from 1016 cm-3 (lightly doped) to 1018 cm-3 (heavily doped), the nominal dimensions 
of W are in the 1000 nm - 10 nm range, respectively[97]. 
The potential drop ∆φ at the interface consists of the distribution from the space charge layer 
∆φSC, Helmholtz double layer ∆φH, and the diffuse Gouy-Chapman layer ∆φG: 
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∆φ = ∆φSC  +  ∆φH  +  ∆φG      (3.7) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.4 The semiconductor/electrolyte interface before contact (left-hand side) and after 
contact between two phases and resulting in equilibration (right-hand side) shown for n-type 
semiconductor (A) and for p-type semiconductor (B), reproduced from Ref.[97]. 
The differential capacitance Cd at the interface includes capacitances of space charge CSC, the 
Helmholtz double layer CH and the Gouy-Chapman CG. In addition to these capacitances, a 
surface state capacitance CSS in parallel with CH may occur. Therefore, Cd is described by:   
 
 
In concentrated electrolytes, the capacitance of the diffuse double layer is so large that 1/CG 
can be neglected. The width of Helmholtz layer as distance of a solvation shell is typically 
approximate of 0.40 – 0.60 nm. In the case of a polymer semiconductor, the corresponding 
capacitance is approximately 10 - 100 µF cm-2[24],[94]. The capacitor-in-series model, one can 
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see that space charge layer is dominating the total capacitance of the interface. If no surface 
states exist, then the differential capacitance Cd is described by: 
 
If the potential was held in the depletion region of minority carriers, CSC obeys the Mott-
Schottky equation: 
 
where ε is the dielectric constant of the polymer film, εo the permittivity of free space, e the 
charge of the electron, N0 the charge carrier density, E the applied potential and EFB the flat 
band potential at which the band energies of semiconductor electrode are ‘flat’. At room 
temperature (25 oC), kT/e is 26 mV and can be neglected. From equation 3.10, two important 
parameters of polymer semiconductors, the flat band potential EFB and the charge carrier 
density N0, can be determined.  
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3.3.2 Photoeffects at Semiconductor Electrode 
When the semiconductor/electrolyte interface is irradiated with light having an energy higher 
than the band gap energy, hν > Eg, photons are absorbed and electron-hole pairs are created in 
the space charge region. Under the electric field of the space charge region, the electron-hole 
pairs are separated and a photoeffect can be observed. The right-hand side of Figure 3.4 A and 
B illustrates the semiconductor/electrolyte interface under illumination[31],[95].  
It is instructive to examine the photoeffect, the p-type semiconductor is considered as shown 
in Figure 3.4 (B, right-hand side). The photoelectrons migrate to the surface where they can 
react with unoccupied (acceptor) states in the electrolyte, represented by oxidized chemical 
species. The photoholes flow to the backside contact and the result is a cathodic photocurrent 
observed. An anodic photocurrent arises from the flux of photoelectrons and photoholes. The 
photoeffect is reversed for n-type semiconductor electrodes as illustrated in Figure 3.4 A. 
3.3.3 Semiconducting Polymer Electrode 
The photoelectrochemical results can be interpreted on the basis of the models developed for 
the conventional semiconductor/electrolyte interfaces[97],[98]. Additionally, in the case of 
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polymer semiconductors, a two-layer model was developed[99],[100]. The undoped polymer film 
consists of a more compact layer and a porous layer, where the position of the semiconducting 
layer is in the more compact layer at the electrode/polymer interface rather than in the 
polymer/electrolyte interface[100]. It means that the photons have to pass through the porous 
layer to reach the space charge region where the electron-hole pairs are separated by the 
electric field. Part of the photons are absorbed out of this region and do not contribute to the 
photocurrent[99]. 
Most conducting polymers are photoactive materials, exhibiting p-type semiconducting 
characteristics in their undoped (neutral) state. The photocurrent spectra of various polymer 
films have been studied intensively, particularly for polythiophenes[97],[101] and 
polypyrroles[24]. Morgenstern et al.[102] showed that the electronic properties (acceptor 
concentration, flat band potential and band gap energy) and optical properties varied with the 
film thickness (0.1 - 1.5 µm). By considering the photocurrent spectra of the 
polymethylthiophene films, Micaroni et al.[103] found that the photocurrent was dependent on 
the film thickness and surface morphology.  
Electrochemical copolymerization yields new conducting polymer materials possessing 
electronic states and polymer backbone conformation which are between those of the 
corresponding homopolymer films. Thus the photoelectrochemical spectroscopy was also 
used for the characterization of the copolymer-semiconductor electrodes in the current work. 
3.4 Raman Spectroscopy[104],[105] 
When photons are incident to the sample, the photons are scattered by the molecular system. 
There exist two categories of photon scattering, elastic scattering and inelastic scattering. 
Most photons are elastically scattered, a process which is called Rayleigh scattering. In this 
situation, the energy of the scattered radiation (emitted photon) is equal to that of the incident 
radiation. Raman spectroscopy is based on the Raman effect discovered by C. V. Raman in 
1928, which is the inelastic scattering of photons by molecules. The Raman effect comprises a 
very small fraction, about 1 in 107, of the incident photons. In the Raman scattering, the 
energies of the incident and scattered photons are different, and they are identified by Stokes 
and anti-Stokes lines. The simplified energy diagram describing these concepts is given in 
Figure 3.5.  
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The energy of the scattered photons is less than that of incident photons for the Stokes lines 
and the energy of the scattered photons is more than that of incident photons for the anti-
Stokes lines. It should be noticed that in the Raman spectrum the anti-Stokes lines are much 
less intense than the Stokes lines. Hence, in Raman spectroscopy, only the more intense 
Stokes lines are observed.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Energy levels in Raman and Rayleigh scattering  
In the Raman effect, the energy of photons is transferred into molecular vibration. Thus, 
Raman (Stokes) shift is: 
νlaser - νscattered  = ∆νRaman      (3.11) 
Since the Raman scattering is not very efficient, one needs a high power excitation source 
such as laser. In addition to IR spectroscopy, the Raman spectrum gives fundamental 
information about molecular bonding. In other words, the Raman spectroscopy combined 
with a conventional optical microscope can open the possibility of Raman micro-structural 
investigation on the µm scale.  
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3.5 Thermal Analysis[106],[107] 
Thermal analysis is a class of techniques which characterizes, qualitatively and quantitatively, 
the physical and chemical properties of materials as a function of temperature. Several 
techniques are used: a) thermogravimetry, b) differential thermal analysis, c) differential 
scanning calorimetry, d) dynamic thermomechanometry/dynamic mechanical analysis. 
Thermal characterization of a material is performed in response to a temperature program 
under dynamic/isothermal mode. 
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A basic thermal analysis apparatus consists generally of a sensor recording the change of 
physical properties of a sample in response to the change of temperature, a controlled-
atmosphere furnace, temperature programmer and a recording device as illustrated in Figure 
3.6.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.6 Block diagram of thermal analysis instrument 
A modern thermal analysis apparatus is interfaced to a computer which controls the operation 
of instruments, the temperature range, heating and cooling rate, flow of pure gas as well as 
data accumulation, storage and analysis.  
There are two common techniques employed in order to study the relationship between 
structure and physical and chemical properties of the polymer materials, thermogravimetry 
(TG) and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC).  
TG technique is a testing procedure in which the mass change of polymer materials is 
recorded when heated in air or in a controlled atmosphere such as nitrogen. TG curves 
(thermograms) provide information regarding polymerization reactions, the efficiencies of 
stabilizers and activators and the thermal stability (decomposition). 
DSC is a technique in which the difference in energy inputs into a substance and a reference 
material is measured as a function of temperature. DSC curves allow considering the thermal 
transitions of polymers such as glass transition (second order transition), crystallization and 
melting (both are called first order transitions) when they are heated. The second order 
transition is characteristic for the amorphous polymers, whereas the first order transitions 
occur in the crystalline polymers.  
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3.6 Solid State NMR Spectroscopy  
For polymer materials which can not be dissolved in common solvents, the high resolution 
solid-state NMR spectroscopy has proven to be a powerful technique for gathering 
information about characteristics of molecular and supra-molecular structures, packing 
arrangements and molecular dynamics. A detailed description of the background of NMR 
spectroscopy is beyond the requirement of this dissertation. However, the solid-state NMR 
spectroscopy with regard to the application for studies of the solid polymer structures should 
be introduced briefly[108],[109],[110],[111].  
In solid polymers, the anisotropic spin interactions such as chemical shift anisotropy or 
dipolar coupling between homo/heteronuclear spins can provide information on both local 
structure and molecular dynamics. In contrast to solution-state NMR spectra these interactions 
lead to the broadening and overlapping of spectral lines in the NMR spectra, making the 
isotropic chemical information less visible. The development of high-resolution solid-state 
NMR spectroscopy has concentrated on techniques to decrease spectral broadening and 
overlapping by averaging or eliminating such anisotropic spin interactions. In particular, this 
experimental goal was achieved by rotating rapidly the sample at magic-angle-spinning 
(MAS) of arctan (√2) = 54.7o with respect to the external magnetic field[110]. At spinning 
speeds up to a frequency of 20 kHz to 35 kHz, the anisotropic spin interactions are mostly 
refocused and the isotropic chemical shift information is regained. Unfortunately, these high-
resolution NMR spectra can lead to the loss of the valuable structural and dynamic 
information inherent to the dipolar couplings. Recently, in order to overcome this situation, a 
new technique was developed by combining the conventional fast MAS with suitable double-
quantum (DQ) recoupling pulse sequences as so-called DQ MAS spectroscopy. With these 
techniques, high-resolution NMR spectra with the improved information are obtained[109],[110].   
A particular promising application of the new techniques is the solid-state 1H NMR 
spectroscopy under fast MAS. Fast MAS 1H NMR spectrum of cis - polybutadiene (left side) 
and two-dimensional DQ MAS 1H NMR spectrum (right side) of the same sample are shown 
in Figure 3.7.   
It can be seen that in the double-quantum dimension, resonances are present at the sum of the 
1H-MAS NMR frequencies of the two involved nuclei. The double-quantum coherences 
between protons with relative chemical shifts yield so-called auto peaks along the diagonal. 
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The intensity caused by double-quantum coherence between protons with different chemical 
shifts is split. In the single quantum dimension, a pair of cross-peaks is symmetrically 
arranged on either side of this diagonal. The intensity of each peak is proportional to both the 
number of proton pairs, giving rise to the double-quantum coherence and the efficiency of 
double-quantum excitation and reconversion, which depends strongly on the strength of the 
dipolar coupling. The relative number of proton pairs in a polymer can be easily estimated by 
analyzing its monomer unit, as indicated for cis - polybutadiene in the upper-left corner of the 
figure 3.7[111]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7 MAS 1H NMR spectrum (left-hand side) and  DQ MAS 1H NMR spectrum (right-
hand side) of cis - polybutadiene, and both spectra are recorded at B0 = 11.7 T (1H Larmor 
frequency of 500 MHz) under MAS frequency of 20 kHz, taken from Ref.[111]. 
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Chapter 4 
Experimental Procedures 
 
4.1 Reagents, Supporting Electrolytes, Solvents and Electrodes 
2,2-bithiophene (Lancaster, 98 %), ethyl-3-thiophene acetate (Aldrich, 98 %), 3-
methylthiophene (Aldrich, 98%), thiophene (Aldrich, 99+%) were used as received.  
Pyrrole (Aldrich, 98%) and 3,4-ethyldioxythiophene (Bayer, Baytron M) were distilled in 
vacuum prior to homo-/co-polymerization. 
Tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (N(Bu)4PF6, Aldrich 98%), and lithiumperchlorate 
(LiClO4, Fluka, p.a. < 0.2 % water) were used without any purification.  
Acetonitrile (Fischer, 99.9 %, < 0.003 % water) was used without any drying. 
Ammonium acetate (Merk, p.a) was used as received. 
Methanol (Aldrich, 99,9% for capillary gas chromatography) was used for spectroscopic 
measurements. Distilled deionized water was used.  
Platinum plate was immersed into concentrated sulfuric acid solution saturated with 
potassium dichromate for at least three days to remove organic compounds on the surface. 
Then it was washed by deionized water. Finally the platinum electrode was dried in Argon 
gas before using for homo-/co-polymerization. 
4.2 Experimental Set-Up for Homo-/Co-polymerization  
The electrolyte was 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6 in acetonitrile (ACN) except for the electrospray 
ionization mass spectroscopy (ESI MS) where 0.1 M LiClO4 was used. Homo-/co-
polymerization processes were performed under either potential control or dynamic potential 
control using a three-electrode cell. Platinum was used as working (1.00 cm2) and counter 
electrodes (3.14 cm2). Both electrodes were mounted at a fixed distance. A saturated calomel 
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electrode (SCE, E = 0.24 V vs. normal hydrogen electrode) was the reference electrode. All 
potentials mentioned in this dissertation were related to the SCE, if not stated otherwise. To 
prevent water diffusion from the reference electrode into the working electrolyte, an 
electrolyte bridge was used.   
Homo-/co-polymerization processes were carried out at room temperature and the electrolyte 
was degassed by Argon for 10 min. before recording. For copolymerization, the electrolyte 
was stirred. 
All electrochemical experiments were carried out with the same electrochemical cell using a 
potentiostat/galvanostat EG&G model 263A. 
4.3 Optimal Condition for Copolymer Electrosynthesis   
In order to determine the optimal condition for copolymerization, the electrochemical 
polymerization of each monomer was optimized firstly. Such optimal conditions were then 
used as a starting point for copolymerization from the same electrolyte, but containing a 
mixture of the different monomers.  
In the current work, the electrochemical polymerization of Py, BT, MT and ETA, was studied 
at different EP, concentration of monomers and supporting electrolytes. The optimal 
conditions for single polymerization were initially determined by cyclic voltammograms, 
Raman spectra and SEM micrographs.   
4.4 Copolymer Electrosynthesis 
4.4.1 Copolymers of Pyrrole and 2,2’-Bithiophene 
Electrochemical copolymerization of pyrrole (Py) and 2,2’-bithiophene (BT) is described 
generally in Scheme 4.1.  
 
 
Scheme 4.1 Schematic synthesis of the copolymer of pyrrole and 2,2’-bithiophene 
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4.4.1.1 Synthesis by Cyclic Voltammetry 
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In the present work, the copolymerization of Py and BT was studied in 0.1 M 
N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution containing various monomer ratios [Py]/[BT] = 1/05, 1/25 and 1/50 
at an anodic reverse potential of 1.00 V, 1.10 V and 1.25 V. The potential was scanned from -
0.70 V in the anodic direction for all cases.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1 Cyclic voltammograms during copolymerization in 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN 
solution containing: a) 2 10-3 M Py + 0.01 M BT; b) 2 10-3 M Py + 0.05 M BT; c) 2 10-3 M Py 
+ 0.1 M BT, 50 mV/s 
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Representative copolymer films synthesized in the potential range of -0.70 V to 1.25 V with 
various monomer ratios of 1/05, 1/25 and 1/50 are abbreviated by PyBT05, PyBT25 and 
PyBT50, respectively.  
In order for determining the optimal condition for copolymerization, the oxidation potential of 
pyrrole (Py) and bithiophene (BT) was approximately 0.70 V and 1.00 V, respectively. 
Because of the small difference (300 mV) in oxidation potential between the monomers, the 
copolymerization should be possible. In accordance with the mechanism of 
electrocopolymerization described in section 2.3.2.1, an anodic reverse potential higher than 
the oxidation potential of both monomers should be selected. Figure 4.1 a-c shows 
representative CV curves of the copolymerization carried out in the electrolyte containing 
various monomer ratios. Similar to the polymerization of BT[111], a polymer layer was grown 
during the first sweep. During the second cycle, in the anodic scan the oxidation wave of the 
obtained polymer was found in the range of -0.20 V to 0.80 V for PyBT05 (curves a), -0.15 V 
to 0.85 V for PyBT25 (curves b) and 0.00 V to 0.95 V for PyBT50 (curves c). This wave was 
found from -0.35 V to 0.70 V for pure PPy and 0.70 V to 1.15 V for pure PBT. The similar 
phenomenon was seen in the cathodic scan. The redox currents increase continuously with 
increasing number of sweeps. This suggests that the polymer was sufficiently conductive for 
the growth of polymer films.  
On the other hand, the redox peaks of copolymers are between those of corresponding 
homopolymers, implying a statistic distribution of the monomers in the copolymer chains. 
The anodic current at a potential of 1.10 V corresponding to the oxidation of pure PBT 
increases when increasing the concentration of BT in the initial electrolyte, showing that BT 
units are dominating in the obtained copolymer film.  
However, at a fixed monomer ratio the anodic current at the potential of 1.00 V, 
corresponding to the oxidation of pure PBT, reduced strongly as reducing Ep from 1.25 V to 
1.00 V. Especially, at Ep = 1.00 V the CV curves during copolymerization are similar to those 
during single polymerization of Py for all monomer ratios, suggesting that the Py content in 
the resulting copolymer is dominant.  
4.4.1.2 Synthesis by Chronoamperometry 
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Based on the results during copolymerization by cyclic voltammetry, electrical conditions 
were established for copolymerization by chronoamperometry. Copolymers of Py and BT 
were synthesized from the 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution having various monomer ratios 
using potential steps from an open circuit potential to a fixed polymerization potential in the 
interval from 1.00 V to 1.25 V.  
For simplicity, the copolymer films produced from the electrolyte containing various 
monomer ratios [Py]/[BT] = 1/05, 1/10 and 1/20 at a fixed Ep of 1.00 V are named by 
1.00PyBT05, 1.00PyBT10 and 1.00PyBT20; at a fixed Ep of 1.10 V named by 1.10PyBT05, 
1.10PyBT10 and 1.10PyBT20; and at a fixed Ep of 1.25 V named by  1.25PyBT05, 
1.25PyBT10 and 1.25PyBT20, respectively. These nomenclatures will be used through out 
the dissertation. 
The time dependence of the total charge during the polymerization processes is summarized 
and depicted in Figure 4.2. The total charge is the sum of polymerization charge and redox 
charge. At a fixed potential of 1.00 V, the total charge of the copolymerization process 
increases with increase in concentration of BT in the initial electrolyte. It indicates obviously 
that BT is oxidized to form radical cations and takes part in the copolymerization process. 
However, at this Ep the total charge is mainly distributed by polymerization of Py, resulting in 
the copolymers with dominant component of Py units.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 The time dependence of total charge of the copolymerization of Py and BT          
at various Ep of 1.00 V, 1.10 V and 1.25 V with various monomer ratios = 1/05, 1/10 and 1/20 
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The similar phenomena were observed when copolymerizing at a fixed Ep of 1.10 V and 1.25 
V with various monomer ratios. The total charge increases extremely due to oxidation of both 
Py and BT, and the oxidation of the resulting copolymers themselves. As increasing Ep the 
oxidative polymerization of BT is kinetically favored over that of Py[56], thus the 
incorporation of BT units into the copolymer chains increases. Nevertheless, Py units in the 
copolymer chains can be overoxidized at potentials higher than 1.25 V. In all cases, the total 
charge for copolymerization of Py and BT was remarkably lower than the sum of total 
charges for individual polymerization of Py and BT (see also Figure 4.4). At least partly, this 
can be ascribed to the low conductivities of copolymers formed from mixtures of these two 
units at a fixed Ep in comparison with pure PPy and PBT films[113]. The total charge is a 
function of time, so the thickness of the copolymer film can be controlled by varying the 
polymerization time. 
4.4.2 Copolymers of Ethyl-3-thiophene acetate and 3-Methylthiophene  
Functionalized copolymerization of ethyl-3-thiophene acetate (ETA) and 3-methylthiophene 
(MT) is introduced generally in Scheme 4.2. 
 
 
 
                                                                                                   
Scheme 4.2 Schematic synthesis of the copolymer of                                                         
3-methylthiophene and ethyl-3-thiophene acetate 
For simplicity, the copolymer films of ETA and MT synthesized from the 0.1 M 
N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution containing monomer ratios [MT]/[ETA] = 1/1, 1/15 and 1/30  are 
denoted by MtETa1, MtETa15 and MtETa30, respectively and their names will be used in the 
following sections. 
In order to obtain high electroactive and conductive functionalized polymer films, firstly the 
oxidation potential of MT (1.55 V) and ETA (1.70 V) was determined by cyclic voltammetry. 
Figure 4.3 shows CVs of the polymerization in the potential range from -0.20 V to 1.90 V. 
The redox potential waves are typical for polythiophenes. Like the copolymerization process 
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of Py and BT discussed above, in the anodic scan the oxidation waves were found in the range 
of 0.40 to 1.40 V for PMT (curves a) and 0.80 to 1.60 V for PETA (curves c), whereas this 
wave was found from 0.55 to 1.60 V for MtETa15 (curves b). Corresponding reduction waves 
were also observed in the cathodic scan. The redox peaks of the copolymers contain elements 
of corresponding homopolymers, suggesting that two radical cations of MT and ETA coupled 
to form reactive copolymer chains. Unlike the copolymerization of Py and BT, the reaction 
probability between radical cations of MT and ETA to form copolymers is affected by the 
ester group[33]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.3 Cyclic voltammograms during polymerization in 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution 
containing 2 10-3 M MT (a), 2 10-3 M MT + 3 10-2 M ETA (b) and 3 10-2 M ETA (c), 50 mV/s 
The dependence of deposition charge on the number of cycles is depicted in Figure 4.4. The 
deposition charge during copolymerization is the sum of the charge during the polymerization 
of pure MT and ETA. It is remarkable that the charge value for the copolymers is larger than 
that for homopolymers. Particularly, the increase of the deposition charge for MtETa15 is 
similar to that of polymerization of MT, indicating that the MT content is dominant in the 
copolymer film. The curve form for MtETa30 is similar to that of polymerization of ETA, but 
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the absolute values of the deposition charge are higher. This indicated that more monomer 
ETA was incorporated in the copolymer chains than monomer MT. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4 The dependence of the deposition charge during copolymerization of 
MT and ETA on the number of cycle, 50 mV/s 
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4.4.3 Polymeric Mixtures of Polypyrrole and Polythiophene  
To produce new conducting polymers based on pyrrole and thiophene derivatives, we made 
an endeavour to prepare the copolymer of pyrrole (Py) and thiophene (Th) by the 
electrochemical method. However, owing to a very large difference (900 mV) in oxidation 
potential between the monomers, the probability for synthesis of a true copolymer between 
them is still an open question so far. The copolymerization scheme of Py and Th is illustrated 
in Scheme 4.3. 
 
 
                                                                                                    
Scheme 4.3 Schematic synthesis of the copolymer of pyrrole and thiophene 
According to a strategy used for the electrooxidized copolymerization between two 
monomers which has a large difference in oxidation potentials[114], the copolymerization of 
pyrrole at a very low concentration with thiophene at a high concentration was performed. 
Figure 4.5 shows the first cycle during polymerization of pyrrole (curve a), thiophene (curve 
c), and copolymerization (curve b). In curve b for the copolymerization, two typical regions 
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involving independent polymerization processes of pure Py and pure Th were displayed in the 
anodic direction as marked in the plot. In the potential range lower than the oxidation 
potential of Th (1.60 V, region I), the anodic current was mostly similar to that of pure Py 
polymerization. It was found that only Py was oxidized to generate conductive and reactive 
PPy layers on the electrode surface. When a forward scanning potential reached 1.60 V, at 
which Th starts to be oxidized, the anodic current can mainly be distributed by the oxidation 
of Th and the obtained PTh film itself (region II). In this region, the current generated by 
presence of Py in the electrolyte was controlled by a diffusion process and the PTh film was 
grown on a conductive PPy-modified electrode. However, this PPy layer could be 
overoxidized in this very high potential range. The similar processes should be undergone 
repeatedly in next sweeps. As a result of that, a polymeric mixture of PPy and PTh can be 
produced instead of a true copolymer. This assumption should further be investigated by other 
characterization methods, which will be discussed in the next chapters. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5 First cyclic voltammograms during polymerization in 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN  
solution containing a) 1.5 10-3 M Py; b) 1.5 10-3 M Py + 1 10-1 M Th; c) 1 10-1 M Th, 50 mV/s 
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4.5 Conditions and Equipments for Characterizing Copolymers 
4.5.1 Cyclic Voltammetry 
Electrochemical characterization was carried out with the same electrochemical cell and 
condition, which were mentioned in the section of copolymer electrosynthesis except stirring 
condition using a potentiostat/galvanostat EG&G model 263A. The electrochemical behavior 
of the homo-/co-polymer films was recorded in the monomer-free electrolyte after washing 
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films with acetonitrile to remove remaining monomers and oligomers. For the copolymers, 
the films were studied in a potential range, which covers the redox potentials of both 
corresponding homo-polymers. Before recording, the electrolyte was degassed by Argon for 
10 min. 
4.5.2 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy of the homo-/co-polymer films was performed in 
0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution with a three-electrode cell. Counter electrode used was 
platinum net, and area of working electrode is of 0.125 cm2. Impedance measurements were 
carried out by a Zahner-Elektrik IM6d system. A.c. amplitude of 10 mV was applied and the 
data was taken in the frequency range of 0.1 Hz to 100 kHz. The impedance spectra of 
copolymer films were registered in the potential range that covers the redox potentials of both 
corresponding homopolymers. All polymer films were polarized at the oxidation potential for 
one hour, and then the potential was made more negative in steps of 50 mV. An equilibration 
time of 15 min. at each applied potential was set before the measurement. 
All EIS measurements were carried out in the purged electrolyte and in dark to avoid the 
photoelectrochemical reactions that might occur under room conditions.  
4.5.3 Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectroscopy 
Two strategies were employed to study ESI mass spectroscopy of copolymerization products, 
the electrolyte after copolymerization and cooligomer solution after attraction of copolymer 
powder with methanol.  
The electrolyte including a mixture of different monomers after copolymerization was studied 
by ESI mass spectroscopy. Experimental measurements were performed on Hewlett-Packard-
Bruker ESQUIRE LC-MS, using 0.5 mM ammonium acetate/methanol solution. In order to 
avoid very strong signals coming from the supporting electrolyte 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6, for 
measurements of the ESI mass spectroscopy 0.1 M LiClO4 was used.  
In the second strategy, the resulting copolymer film was kept at a negative potential for 10 
min. and washed by fresh acetonitrile to remove residual supporting electrolyte, and then it 
was peeled off the platinum electrode. The free-standing polymer film was crushed into fine 
powder. In the next step, the powder was stirred strongly at 64 oC with methanol in the 
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Soxhlet for at least two days. The obtained cooligomer solution was filtered by clean filter 
paper in two times before measuring ESI mass spectroscopy under the same experimental 
conditions mentioned above. 
4.5.4 Elemental Analysis 
Elemental analysis of the copolymer samples was made on an elemental analyzer Euro EA 
3000. In order to remove the supporting electrolyte from the copolymers, they were washed 
by acetonitrile and then kept at a negative potential for 10 min. To ensure that there are no 
remaining monomers, oligomers and electrolyte inside the copolymers, the free-standing 
copolymers were washed with methanol in a Soxhlet for two days, and then copolymer 
samples were dried before analyzing.  
4.5.5 Photoelectrochemical Spectroscopy 
The photoelectrochemical spectra were registered in a three-electrode cell with an optical 
window. A 1000 W Xenon lamp was employed as a light source in combination with a 
grating monochromator Zeiss, M4QIII and a PAR 197 light chopper with a frequency of 400 
Hz. To polarize the polymer-modified electrode, a potentiostat HEKA model D 6734 
potentiostat/galvanostat was used. The photocurrent signal was registered via a PAR model 
5208 lock-in amplifier. In order to improve photocurrent signals, the homo-/co-polymer films 
were reduced in monomer-free electrolyte, and then fully undoped by immersion into 
methanol for 10 min. before characterization. For comparing the photoelectrochemical 
properties, the photocurrent spectra of the homo-/co-polymer films were registered under the 
same conditions. All photocurrent measurements were performed in the non-purged 
electrolyte.  
4.5.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
After deposition the polymer on the platinum electrode, the obtained films were washed by 
fresh acetonitrile several times. Before characterizing, all polymer films were pretreated at 65 
oC in air in order to remove residual solvent from the film surface. The morphology of homo-
/co-polymer films was characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM, ZEISS DSM 
982 Gemini). EDX (Energy dispersive X ray) analysis was also performed by using this 
microscope. 
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4.5.7 Solid State NMR Spectroscopy 
All polymer and copolymer samples used for studying solid-state NMR spectroscopy have 
been synthesized by chronoamperometry on platinum electrode during a long time of 1500 
seconds to get much amount of polymers. The polymer films were peeled off the electrode 
surface as free-standing polymers. In order to limit resonances originating from other species 
such as dopants and impurities, the homo-/co-polymer samples were washed with methanol 
by using Soxhlet for at least two days to remove completely remaining electrolyte, monomers 
and oligomers inside polymer matrix. Solid-state NMR spectra of polymers were recorded on 
a Bruker avance 500 NMR spectrometer, operating at a Larmor frequency of 500 MHz for 1H, 
using a BL 2.5 MAS probe and accepting 2.5 mm outer diameter rotors.  
4.5.8 Thermal Analysis 
4.5.8.1 Differential Scanning Calorimetry  
Differential scanning calorimetric measurements were performed with a METTLER DSC 30 
analyzer operating at a heating rate of 5 K min-1 for both copolymer systems of Py and BT, 
and MT and ETA under N2 atmosphere, with an empty aluminum pan used as reference.  
4.5.8.2 Thermogravimetry  
Thermogravimetry was performed on a METTLER TG 50 thermal analyzer, operating at 2 K 
min.-1 for copolymers of Py and BT, and at 10 K min-1 for copolymers of MT and ETA under 
N2 atmosphere, with an empty aluminum pan used as reference. 
For comparison, homo-/co-polymers in the same copolymer system investigated were 
prepared under the same conditions and all samples were characterized thermally in oxidized 
states. 
4.5.9 Vibrational Spectroscopy 
4.5.9.1 Raman Spectroscopy 
Raman spectra were recorded with a Renishaw Raman imaging microscope system 2000 
using a He-Ne laser with a wavelength of 633 nm. The thickness of all polymer films was 
controlled by the same charge passed and the films were cycled in the monomer-free 
electrolyte until reaching stable conditions before recording. 
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4.5.9.2 Infrared Spectroscopy 
After the electrodeposition of a functionalized copolymer on a platinum electrode, the film 
was washed by acetonitrile removing residual monomers and oligomers, and then peeled off 
the platinum electrode. IR spectra of functionalized copolymer/KBr samples were recorded 
with a Nicolet 800-FTIR spectrometer. 
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Part II: Results and Discussion 
 
 
This part consists of four main chapters. In the first chapter “Spectroscopic and Microscopic 
Studies on Copolymer Formation”, comprehensive evidence of copolymer formation is 
provided and discussed in detail. The structural properties of the obtained copolymers are 
discussed. Another result of this dissertation is described in the following chapter 
“Semiconducting Properties of Thin Copolymer (pyrrole and 2,2’-bithiophene) Films”. In this 
chapter, the correlation between the electronic characteristics and the structure of the obtained 
copolymer films will be described. Modification of the backbone conformational and 
structural characteristics of functionalized polymer films by electrochemical copolymerization 
is discussed in the third chapter “Properties of Functionalized Copolymer (ethyl-3-thiophene 
acetate and 3-methylthiophene) Films”. The last chapter summarizes the results and gives an 
outlook for this class of conducting polymer materials. 
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Chapter 5 
Spectroscopic and Microscopic Studies on           
Copolymer Formation  
 
5.1 Introduction 
The elucidation of copolymer structure (copolymer composition, monomer sequence 
distribution) and kinetics (propagation rate coefficients) are the major concerns for prediction 
of copolymer properties and the correlation between structure and properties[33]. As discussed 
in the preceding chapters, recent investigations of the electrochemical copolymerization have 
centered on the influence of the electrolyte, the monomer ratio in the initial electrolyte and the 
polymerization potential on the structure and properties of the resultant 
copolymers[61],[115],[116]. Convincing proofs of the copolymer formation and structural 
information of the obtained copolymers are still very desirable. In the present work, in order 
to elucidate the structure and characteristics of the copolymer materials, a series of various 
techniques such as cyclic voltammetry, ESI mass spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy, thermal 
analysis, solid state NMR spectroscopy and SEM microscopy were employed.  
5.2 Cyclic Voltammetry 
5.2.1 Copolymers of Pyrrole and 2,2’-Bithiophene 
5.2.1.1 Preparation of Homo-/Co-polymer Films 
Homogeneous and compact pure PPy and PBT films were synthesized from 0.1 M 
N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution containing 0.01 M Py and 0.1 M BT, respectively by 
chronoamperometry with potential steps from open circuit potential to 1.10 V.   
In order to characterize the electrochemical properties of polymer films, some representative 
samples of the copolymer films are taken into consideration. The copolymer films 
1.10PyBT10 and 1.10PyBT20 were synthesized from the electrolyte having monomer ratio 
[Py]/[BT] = 1/10 and 1/20 at a fixed potential of 1.10 V, respectively. Copolymer samples 
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1.00PyBT10, 1.10PyBT10 and 1.25PyBT10 were formed from the electrolyte containing a 
fixed monomer ratio [Py]/[BT] = 1/10 by using potential steps from open circuit potential to 
various potentials 1.00, 1.10 and 1.25 V, respectively.   
All polymer films were washed by fresh acetonitrile to remove residual monomers and 
oligomers before characterizing. In comparison with the electrochemical characteristics of the 
polymer films, all films have the same thickness controlled by the charge consumed during 
the electrochemical polymerization (200 mC cm-2). 
5.2.1.2 Electrochemical Behavior 
Figure 5.1 shows the cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of the homo-/co-polymer films 
synthesized at a fixed Ep of 1.10 V with various monomer ratios in monomer-free 0.1 M 
N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                   
Figure 5.1 Cyclic voltammograms of PPy, 1.10PyBT10, 1.10PyBT20 and PBT films                              
in monomer-free 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution, 50 mV/s                                                
Curves a and d are characteristic for the pure PPy and PBT in the non-aqueous solution. 
Cyclic voltammograms for the copolymer films 1.10PyBT10 and 1.10PyBT20 are shown in 
curves b and c, respectively. As expected, only one redox couple was found for the 
copolymers 1.10PyBT10 and 1.10PyBT20. The oxidation and reduction waves of copolymers 
shift from that of PPy to PBT with increasing concentration of BT in the initial electrolyte. It 
was implied that the combination of BT units with Py units generates the random copolymer 
chains[51],[56]. It was assumed that if a polymeric mixture of PPy and PBT would have been 
formed, two oxidation peaks corresponding to two homopolymers should appear. 
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Additionally, the oxidation potential of the copolymer films shifts from -0.33 V for 
1.10PyBT10 to -0.13 V for 1.10PyBT20, whereas this potential for pure PPy and PBT films is 
approximately -0.70 V and +0.60 V, respectively. As increasing concentration of BT, the 
oxidation potential of the copolymer films change systematically from that of PPy to PBT. 
This can be explained by an increase of BT groups in the copolymer chains. Therefore, it can 
be concluded that the electrooxidized copolymerization of Py and BT led to a true copolymer 
instead of a polymeric mixture. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                    
Figure 5.2 Cyclic voltammograms of 1.00PyBT10, 1.10PyBT10 and 1.25PyBT10 films                             
in monomer-free 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution, 50 mV/s 
The influence of Ep on the composition of the resulting copolymer at a given monomer ratio is 
shown in Figure 5.2. Although the concentration of BT is 10 times higher than that of Py in 
the initial electrolyte, the CV curve of the obtained 1.00PyBT10 film is still similar to that of 
pure PPy. As increasing Ep from 1.00 V to 1.25 V (from curve a to curve c), the redox current 
at 1.10 V describing pure PBT film increases considerably. Similar to a CV curve for the pure 
PBT film two reduction peaks are observed at 0.60 V and 0.80 V (curve c) when the 
copolymer films are deposited at potentials higher than 1.25 V. In accordance with Torres and 
coworkers[56], the oxidative polymerization of BT is kinetically favored over that of Py at high 
polymerization potentials, resulting in the dominant content of BT units in the obtained 
copolymer. Similar to the influence of the monomer ratio on the copolymer composition 
discussed above, it is also very interesting to observe that the redox properties of the resulting 
copolymer films are shifted from those of PPy to PBT when increasing Ep.  
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If the oxidation and reduction of the polymer are totally reversible, the calculation from the 
coulometric data giving the doping level (β) of homo-/co-polymer films can be described in 
the following equation[111]: 
 
where Qox is the charge of the polymer oxidation and Qpoly is the charge for chain growth. By 
assuming a two-electron process during polymerization and 100 % electropolymerization 
yield, the β value for pure PPy and PBT films estimated is approximately 0.4 (one positive 
charge/2.5 units) and 0.16 (one positive charge/6.25 units). The doping level of the obtained 
copolymer films changes in this range and it is essentially dependent on the copolymer 
composition.  
poly
ox
Q
Q2
=β )1.5(
5.2.1.3 Elemental Analysis 
The dependence of the copolymer composition on either the monomer ratio or the 
polymerization potential was tested by elemental analysis. The experimental results are 
summarized in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. The mole percent of Py was calculated with the 
following equation: 
  
where the nitrogen-to-carbon ratio N/C was obtained by inserting the respective weight 
percent values taken from Table 5.1 and 5.2.  
 
 
 
Table 5.1 The dependence of the copolymer composition on the monomer ratio                    
Py: Pyrrole and Th: Thiophene 
As expected, at Ep of 1.1 V, the Py content in the resulting copolymers decreases from 71 % 
for 1.10PyBT10 to 63 % for 1.10PyBT20 (Table 5.1) when increasing the concentration of 
BT in the starting electrolyte. If two monomers were of similar reactivity then the 
( )
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Elemental percent 
Sample 
% C % N % S 
Mole 
% Py
Py/Th 
ring ratio 
1.10PyBT05 
1.10PyBT10 
1.10PyBT20 
57.8 
56.0 
56.4 
12.1 
9.0 
7.7 
4.8 
10.7 
15.7 
84 
71 
63 
2.80 
1.22 
0.85 
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composition of the copolymer would be the same as that of the solution from which the 
copolymer was formed. In practice, BT is much less reactive than Py under the same 
experimental conditions[117]. As a result, Py segments are still in excess in the copolymer 
chains. When the Ep of 1.25 V was adopted for copolymerization, the mole % Py in the 
copolymer goes down to 38 % (Table 5.2). This result is consistent with the observation of the 
electrochemical spectroscopy discussed above. 
 
 
 
Table 5.2 The dependence of the copolymer composition on the polymerization potential,  
Py: Pyrrole and Th: Thiophene 
Elemental percent 
Sample 
% C % N % S 
Mole 
% Py 
Py/Th 
ring ratio 
1.00PyBT10 
1.10PyBT10 
1.25PyBT10 
53.4 
56.0 
52.5 
12.2 
9.0 
3.5 
3.3 
10.7 
25.9 
88 
71 
38 
3.67 
1.22 
0.31 
5.2.1.4 Copolymerization Parameters 
Ep / V 
r1 
(Py) 
r2 
(BT) r1r2 
 
1.10 23.4 0.022 0.5 
As introduced in section 2.3.2, the determination of monomer reactivity ratios at a given 
copolymerization condition allows us to predict the copolymerization mechanism and the 
obtained copolymer composition. The mechanism of the copolymerization of Py and BT is 
depicted as shown in Figure 2.10, but monomer A is replaced by monomer Py and monomer 
B is replaced by monomer BT. Now we have the reactivity ratio r1 = k11/k12 is of monomer Py 
and reactivity ratio r2 = k22/k21 is of monomer BT. By using equation 2.12, the reactivity 
ratios of monomers Py and BT are evaluated by inserting the respective values taken from 
Table 5.1 and the values are given in Table 5.3.  
 
 
Table 5.3 Monomer reactivity ratios are determined by Fineman-Ross method 
It can be seen that radical cations of bithiophene are favored to react with radical cations of 
pyrrole rather than itself because of a very small value of r2. In other words, radical cations of 
bithiophene do almost not react with themselves. Meanwhile, radical cations of pyrrole prefer 
to react with itself rather than radical cations of bithiophene. This is verified by a large value 
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of r1. The value r1r2 = 0.5 is smaller than unity; this suggested that copolymer might have a 
random or alternative arrangement. This analytical result agrees well with the electrochemical 
spectra of copolymer films. If any cases exist where r1r2 is greater than unity, this tends to 
occur in block copolymers. In the extreme case where k12 and k21 are both zero a polymeric 
mixture of polypyrrole and polybithiophene could be produced. To support further such a 
suggestion, the solid state NMR spectra of copolymers will be discussed in section 5.7. 
5.2.2 Copolymers of Ethyl-3-thiophene acetate and 3-Methylthiophene 
5.2.2.1 Preparation of Homo-/Co-polymer Films 
As described in Chapter 4, the PMT and PETA films were synthesized by cyclic voltammetry 
from -0.20 to +1.90 V at a scan rate of 50 mV/s from 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution 
containing 0.1 M MT and 0.01 M ETA, respectively. Homogeneous and compact films of 
PMT and PETA were achieved. 
In order to compare the electrochemical properties, copolymer films of MT and ETA were 
synthesized at the same electrical conditions as homopolymer films. Copolymer films 
MtETa15 and MtETa30 were synthesized from N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution containing a 
monomer ratio [MT]/[ETA] = 1/15 and 1/30, respectively.  
Before characterizing, all films were washed by fresh acetonitrile to remove residual 
monomers and oligomers. The film thickness was approximately 500 nm by restriction of 10 
cycles.  
5.2.2.2 Electrochemical Behavior  
Redox properties and electroactivity of the resulting copolymer films were studied in 
monomer-free 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solutions as shown in Figure 5.3. Like the 
copolymerization process of Py and BT, the oxidation potential also shifts from 0.40 V for 
MtETa15 to 0.52 V for MtETa30. The potentials of pure PMT and PETA films are about of 
0.20 V and 0.85 V, respectively. The reversible redox waves of the copolymer films change 
as increasing concentration of ETA in the initial electrolyte. Unlike the redox behavior of the 
copolymer between Py and BT, a typical pre-peak was often found at 0.35 V for PMT, 0.59 V 
for MtETa15, 0.75 V for MtETa30 and 1.05 V for PETA. The origin of these peaks is still 
discussed. It could be attributed to conformational changes in the geometry of the 
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polythiophene backbone during doping and undoping processes[118] or in the different 
conjugation length and hence, distinct oxidation peaks[119],[120].  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                   
Figure 5.3 Cyclic voltammograms of PMT, MtETa15, MtETa30 and PETA films                                 
in monomer-free 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution, 50 mV/s 
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5.2.3 Polymeric mixtures of Poly(pyrrole) and Poly(thiophene) 
5.2.3.1 Preparation of Polymer Films 
It was assumed that a copolymer of Py and Th could not be formed due to the great difference 
in the oxidation potential. In order to show the difference between a copolymer and a 
polymeric mixture, the polymeric mixture of PPy and PTh was synthesized electrochemically. 
Polymers PyTh20 and PyTh66 produced from 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution with a  
monomer ratio [Py]/[Th] = 1/20 and 1/66 in the potential range -0.75 to 1.90 V, respectively 
were selected for this study. In all cases the film thickness was 500 nm and all polymer films 
were washed with acetonitrile in order to remove residual monomers and oligomers from the 
films. 
5.2.3.2 Electrochemical Behavior 
Figure 5.4 shows CVs of the polymer films PyTh20 and PyTh66 in monomer-free 0.1 M 
N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution. Unlike the electrochemical behavior of the copolymer film 
between Py and BT, two redox couples, the former at 0.20 V assigned to pure PPy and the 
later at 1.05 V assigned to pure PTh, were always found even if the monomer ratio was 
changed.  In this case, the oxidation potential peak of PPy is approximately 350 mV higher 
than that of PPy as shown in Figure 5.1a. This is probably due to the PPy synthesized at a 
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very high switching potential of 1.90 V, leading to over-oxidation of polymer chains and 
shortening π-conjugation length. With increasing concentration of Py in the starting 
electrolyte, the redox current of the corresponding PPy component in the polymeric mixture 
was also increased. However, there is no shift of the redox potentials. 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                       
Figure 5.4 Cyclic voltammograms of PyTh20, PyTh66 and PTh films                                          
in monomer-free 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution, 50 mV/s  
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                   
0 0 1
Figure 5.5 Cyclic voltammograms of polymer film PyTh66                                                    
in monomer-free 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution, 50 mV/s 
It was found that the electroactivity of the polymeric mixture of PPy and PTh changes as 
illustrated in Figure 5.5. The electroactivity of the PPy component was lost completely after 
60 cycles in 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution. This phenomenon was interpreted with the 
overoxidation of PPy segments at high potentials. In contrast, the high electroactivity of PTh 
segment was maintained constant after 60 cycles.   
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In summary of section 5.2, the copolymerization process of Py with BT, and ETA with MT 
led to true copolymers rather than polymeric mixtures. On the contrary, due to a large 
difference (900 mV) in the oxidation potentials of Py and Th a mixture of PPy and PTh was 
produced in stead of a copolymer. This statement is contrary to results reported elsewhere[121], 
where it was shown that a copolymer of Py and Th can be formed in a lithium cell with 
lithium perchlorate-propylene carbonate electrolyte. The composition of the obtained 
copolymers was controlled by change of either the monomer ratio or the polymerization 
potential. The Py segments inside the copolymer chains of Py and BT were overoxidized, if 
the copolymerization was performed at potentials higher than 1.30 V. The electroactivity of 
the copolymer film was lost rapidly after several decades of cycles in monomer-free 0.1 M 
Bu4NPF6/ACN solution.  
5.3 Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectroscopy  
In accordance with Aubert et al. reported in the literature[52], two oxidation peaks 
corresponding to homopolymers were still found even though a copolymer film of pyrrole and 
nickel-6,6'-bis(2-hydroxyphenyl)bipyridine was produced. This could be explained by two 
blocks in the copolymer chain, which are of nearly the same electroactivity and differ much in 
the redox potentials. In addition, when considering nucleation and growth of conducting 
polymers, the question is: if it could produce a true copolymer from a mixture of monomers. 
This can be studied by an analysis of the residual electrolyte after copolymerization and the 
oligomer solution after extraction of copolymer powder with methanol.  
The ESI MS spectra indicate clearly that cooligomers of different composition PyxBTy were 
found in the electrolyte containing 0.01 M Py + 0.1 M BT after copolymerization at Ep of 1.1 
V. The values of some typical peaks and their assignments are summarized in Table 5.4. 
Although the concentration of BT is 10 times higher than that of Py in the starting electrolyte, 
cooligomers containing more Py units were observed. In fact this is not surprising because the 
reactivity of BT is significantly lower than that of Py under the reaction conditions[117]. 
Besides of cooligomers, some oligomers Py11 (m/z = 720.3) and BT3 (m/z = 517) were also 
found.  
ESI mass spectroscopy of the cooligomer solution after extraction of copolymer powders with 
methanol was also performed. As expected, some typical peaks derived from the ESI spectra 
are calculated and shown in Table 5.5. The analytical data revealed that cooligomers with 
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Values m/z Assignment Exact m/z 
248.8 
335.9 
428.0 
517.2 
Py1BT1 NH4+ 
Py2BT1 H+K+ 
Py4 BT12H+ 
BT3 Na+ 
249.1 
336.0 
428.1 
517.0 
568.2 
644.1 
720.3 
811.8 
895.5 
998.6 
1148.6 
Py1BT3 H+Li+ 
Py7BT1 Na+ 
Py11 3H+ 
Py2BT4 H+Na+ 
Py11BT1 2Li+ 
Py10BT2 NH4+ 
Py5BT5 2H+ 
568.0 
644.2 
720.3 
812.0 
895.3 
998.3 
1159.0 
various monomer units of Py and BT were found in the copolymer powder 1.10PyBT10. It 
was seen that the cooligomers found in the cooligomer solution after extraction with methanol 
have molar masses lower than those in the electrolyte after copolymerization. For both cases, 
the content of Py units within the cooligomer chains was dominant. This observation is in 
agreement with the result of elemental analysis for the copolymer 1.10PyBT10 as can be seen 
in Table 5.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.4 Values of some typical peaks and their assignments in ESI mass spectra  
of the 0.1 M LiClO4/ACN solution containing 0.01 M Py + 0.1 M BT after 
copolymerization at a fixed Ep of 1.10 V for 1000 s and stirring, positive mode 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                             
Table 5.5 Values of some typical peaks and their assignments in ESI mass spectra                  
of the cooligomer solution, which was extracted with methanol from                               
1.10PyBT10 powder at 64 oC and stirring for 2 days, positive mode 
Value m/z  Assignment Exact m/z 
473.9 
539.4 
583.3 
629.4 
703.9 
785.5 
851.5 
915.2 
Py2BT2 2Li+ 
Py8NH4+ 
Py1 BT3 H+Na+ 
Py4BT2 K+ 
Py8BT1 NH4+ 
Py7BT2+ 
Py8BT1 H+ 
Py9BT2+ 
474.1 
359.3 
583.0 
629.1 
704.2 
785.3 
851.2 
915.2 
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Value m/z Assignment Exact m/z 
289.0 
369.0 
451.0 
524.5 
601.7 
763.7 
828.1 
907.6 
988.9 
1072.9 
1150.6 
MT1ETA1 Na+ 
MT2ETA1 Li+ 
MT1ETA2 NH4+ 
ETA3 NH4+ 
MT6 Na+ 
MT6ETA1 NH4+ 
MT5ETA2 2H+Li+ 
MT4ETA3 NH4+ 
MT5ETA3 3H+ 
MT2ETA5 K+ 
MT10ETA1 NH4+ 
289.0 
369.1 
452.0 
524.1 
601.1 
764.0 
828.1 
908.0 
989.1 
1073.1 
1150.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.6 Values of some typical peaks and their assignments in ESI mass spectra                       
of the  0.1 M LiClO4/ACN solution containing 2 10-3 M MT + 3 10-2 M ETA after 
copolymerization in a potential range of -0.2 V to +1.9 V, positive mode 
A similar strategy was also adopted to characterize the 0.1 M LiClO4/ACN solution having 2 
10-3 M MT + 3 10-2 M ETA after copolymerization in the potential range of -0.2 V to 1.9 V. 
Peaks originating from cooligomers of different combinations of MT and ETA units 
(MTxETAy) were found. The assignments of some typical peaks are summarized in Table 5.6. 
Like the copolymerization of Py and BT, oligomers MT6 (m/z = 601.7) and ETA3 (m/z = 
524.5) were also observed. 
5.4 Thermal Analysis 
Figure 5.6 and 5.7 show DSC curves of the homo-/co-polymers of Py with BT and of ETA 
with MT in the heating range from room temperature to 140 oC, respectively. The obtained 
results indicate that there is no first-order phase transition such as melting and crystallization. 
However, a second-order transition Tg was observed in both copolymer systems, the 
copolymer of Py and BT and the copolymer of ETA and MT, suggesting that a random 
copolymer was produced[62],[63],[64]. If a block copolymer would be formed, two values Tg 
corresponding to each block should be observed. The Tg values of the copolymer are 
dependent on its composition. In particular, the Tg values of PPy, 1.10PyBT10, and PBT were 
found to be 81, 88 and 92 oC, respectively. The corresponding Tg for PETA, MtETa15, 
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MtETa30, and PMT were found to be 56.7, 69.8, 76.9 and 84 oC, respectively. An increase of 
BT or MT component in the copolymer of Py and BT, and that copolymer of MT and ETA, 
respectively led to the shift of Tg toward higher temperature.  
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Figure 5.6 Differential scanning calorimetric curves of                                                       
PPy, 1.10PyBT10 and PBT polymers 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                    
Figure 5.7 Differential scanning calorimetric curves of                                                       
PETA and MtETa30 and MtETa15 polymers 
It also should be mentioned that the PETA is a low-Tg polymer in comparison with non-
substituted polythiophenes, like PMT and PBT. This can be due to influence of the ester 
group at three-position of the thiophene ring, giving a polymer with a very porous structure 
and a large free volume in polymer matrix. As a result, the polymer main chains move easily 
in the polymer matrix with a high mobility[62] (see Figure 5.15 B). The more compact PETA 
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polymer was improved by copolymerization of ETA with MT which was evident by increase 
of Tg of the obtained copolymers.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.8 Thermogravimetric curves of PPy, 1.10PyBT10 and PBT polymers 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.9 Thermogravimetric curves of PMT, MtETa15, MtETa30 and PETA polymers 
The thermal decomposition of the homo-/co-polymers was also investigated by 
thermogravimetric measurements as shown in Figure 5.8 and 5.9. As expected, the 
copolymers gave different decomposition behavior compared with the homopolymers. The 
thermogravimetric curve of copolymers is between that of the corresponding homopolymers 
and dependent on the copolymer composition. This is a further proof for copolymer 
formation[60]. The thermal stability of the copolymer changes from that of PPy to PBT for the 
copolymer of Py and BT, and from that of PETA to PMT for the copolymer of ETA and MT 
when increasing component of BT and MT units in the copolymers, respectively. It was found 
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that the thermal stability of functional polymer PETA is lower than that of non-substituted 
heterocyclic polymers, like PPy and PBT. However, thermal stability of the polymers PETA 
is improved remarkably by copolymerization of ETA with MT.  
In general, the thermal degradation of polymers occurs mostly in many steps. The step in the 
temperature range from 90 oC to 300 oC is probably due to the loss of the solvent, remaining 
monomers and oligomers inside the polymers and unbounded dopant. In this temperature 
range, the loss of bounded dopant can occur partly. The main weight loss occurs in the 
temperature range between 300 oC and 600 oC, depending actually upon the structure and 
nature of polymer[122],[123]. In this interval of temperature, it must be associated with the 
decomposition of polymer main chains and dopant within polymer. For polymer systems 
investigated in this work, the degradation of main chains for polymer PETA actually occurs in 
a low temperature range from 175 to 465 oC, whereas this process for PMT occurs from 390 
oC to 750 oC. Like PMT, the degradation process for PPy and PBT were also observed in the 
high temperature range (Figure 5.8). The thermal degradation of the resulting copolymers of 
ETA and MT increases significantly as increasing the weight fraction of MT within 
copolymer. In all cases, the weight remaining at 800 oC for homo-/co-polymers can be 
regarded as the weight of N(Bu)4PF6 doped into the polymers. This weight for each polymer 
is different due to the difference in the charge carrier density. Particularly, the weight 
remaining at 800 oC for oxidized PPy is approximately 58 % of the initial weight, whereas 
this value is approximately 25 % for PBT. This is comparable with the doping level β = 0.40 
for PPy and β = 0.16 for PBT calculated by CVs. In addition, the weight loss was analyzed as 
a function of temperature and is a main criterion to indicate the thermal stability of polymers.  
5.5 Vibrational Spectroscopy 
5.5.1 Raman Spectroscopy 
Besides ESI mass spectroscopy and thermal analysis discussed above, Raman spectroscopy 
was also applied to study the copolymer structure. Raman spectroscopy of the polymer films 
with different doping levels goes back to the work of G. Shi et al.[124]. The undoped PPy and 
PBT films exhibit very strong visible absorption bands at 470 nm and 550 nm, respectively. 
This will be taken into consideration in the following chapter. Moreover, the predictable 
copolymers of Py and BT having different composition could also show strong absorption 
bands in the region of 470 nm to 550 nm. These absorption bands can be related to the π - π* 
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electronic transitions[125]. Therefore, when exited at 514 nm, the resonance effects enhance the 
Raman bands of the undoped species. Alternatively, the doped PPy and PBT films show the 
very broad absorption bands with maxima at ca. 750-800 nm. In this region, the undoped 
species show very weak absorption. Thus, the 785 nm excitation enhances more the Raman 
lines of the doped species. As a result, neither 514 nm nor 785 nm laser beam is the 
appropriate Raman excitation source for studying copolymer formation due to their structural 
selectivity. In this case, the expected Raman bands of the new vibrations formed from 
coupling of Py with BT units in the copolymer chains can be overlapped by Raman lines 
originating from the undoped and doped species. Thus, the 633 nm laser beam may be the 
most suitable among three laser beams to study the copolymer films. Using this laser beam 
the Raman lines, selective enhancement of undoped and doped species can be avoided.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.10 Raman spectra of the PPy, 1.10PyBT10, 1.10PyBT20 and PBT films 
Figure 5.10 represents the Raman spectra of the pure PPy, PBT and their copolymer films. 
The spectral data are compared with the reported Raman data of pure PPy[126],[127] and 
PBT[128],[129] films. Changes of Raman spectra in the frequency range from 1300 cm-1 to 1500 
cm-1 related to C-C stretching, C-N stretching, and C=C symmetric stretching and in the 
frequency range from 900 cm-1 to 1100 cm-1 related to ring antisymmetric deformation and C-
H bending are observed. The spectra of the copolymer resemble more to spectra of the PPy 
than those of the PBT. Characteristic differences are missing bands in the copolymer spectra 
compared with PPy and PBT spectra as illustrated in Table 5.6. A new feature of the 
copolymer spectra is the shoulder at 1337 cm-1. The intensity of the line at 1458 cm-1 
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(assigned to C=C symmetric stretching of the thiophene ring) increases with an increase in 
concentration of BT in the initial electrolyte. On the other hand, the intensity ratio between 
the vibration at 1050 cm-1 related to C-H symmetric plane deformation and the vibration at 
925 cm-1 assigned to antisymmetric ring deformation of Py increases when reducing the 
concentration of Py.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                   
Figure 5.11 Raman spectra of the 1.00PyBT20, 1.10PyBT20 and 1.25PyBT20 films 
The dependence of the copolymer composition on the Ep at a fixed monomer ratio was also 
taken into consideration. Raman spectra of copolymer films 1.00PyBT20, 1.10PyBT20 and 
1.25PyBT20 are shown in Figure 5.11. Changes of Raman spectra from 1.00PyBT20 to 
1.25PyBT20 were also observed in the wave number region from 1220 cm-1 to 1600 cm-1. At 
low Ep of 1.00 V the copolymer 1.00PyBT20 has vibrational bands which are similar to those 
of pure PPy film (as seen in Figure 5.10), however the intensity ratio of the bands 1050 cm-1 
and 925 cm-1 increases. This can be interpreted by a dominant content of Py in the copolymer 
film. There are more BT units within the copolymer film than Py units when applying an Ep 
of 1.25 V for copolymerization. Consequently, the vibrational band at 1455 cm-1 was 
increased strongly and the band at 1610 cm-1 was reduced significantly. These phenomena are 
in good agreement with results of the electrochemical measurements and elemental analysis. 
In addition, a series of Raman spectra of 1.10PyBT10 film was recorded, a recording step of 1 
µm as marked in Figure 5.12 A. The spectra showed that no noticeable change of typical 
bands in both intensity ratio between bands and vibrational position as illustrated in Figure 
5.12 B. The difference in the intensity of all bands between the Raman spectra is probably 
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caused by different thickness. The results suggest that the resultant copolymer film seems to 
have a homogeneous distribution of Py and BT units throughout the copolymer chains. In 
association with just one redox couple in cyclic voltammetry and just one value Tg in 
differential scanning calorimetric curves, a random copolymer of Py and BT was apparently 
produced rather than a block copolymer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.12 Series of Raman spectra for copolymer 1.10PyBT10, a recording step of 1 µm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.7 Frequencies and assignments of vibrational bands in the spectra of polymers        
Here vs: very strong, s: strong, m: medium, w: weak and vw: very weak[126],[127],[128],[129]
 
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500
50 µm
ν / cm-1
B A
 Sample  
PPy 1.10PyBT10 1.00PyBT20 1.10PyBT20 1.25PyBT20 PBT 
Assignments 
       
1611 s 1600 m 1611 m 1591 w 1600 vw  ν C=C antisymmetric 
     1496 vw  
1495 w 1483 vw 1492 vw    ν C-N symmetric 
   1454 s 1455 vs 1458 vs ν C=C symmetric 
1381 m 1422 m 1423 m 1425 w 1414 vw  ν C-N antisymmetric 
   1337 m 1339 w   
1324 s 1324 m 1322 s 1313 m 1323 w  ν C-C 
   1223 vw 1224 w 1223 s ν C-C inter-ring 
1050 s 1050 m 1049 m 1051 s 1050 vs 1051 vs δ C-H plane symmetric
   1070 vw 1070 w  and δ N-H in plane 
      deformation 
925 vs 932 m 922 s 932 w 922 vw  δ Ring antisymmetric 
   695 w 695 vw 705 m δ C-S-C ring 
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In conjunction with the analytical results derived from the electrochemically spectral data, it 
is possible to confirm the expected trends: the higher either the concentration of BT in the 
initial electrolyte at a fixed potential or the polymerization potential at a fixed monomer ratio, 
the greater the similarity between the Raman spectra of the copolymer and the PBT films. 
Frequencies and assignments of vibrational bands in the spectra of homo-/co-polymer films 
are summarized in Table 5.7. 
5.5.2 Infrared Spectroscopy 
The incorporation of ester groups in the copolymer films was demonstrated by IR method. 
The characteristic absorption band at 1732 cm-1 found is assigned to the carbonyl group in the 
copolymer. This absorption band corresponds to that of the corresponding monomer ETA. It 
indicates that the activated ester group remains intact during the copolymerization process. It 
should be also mentioned that the protected ester group can be used as a precursor to 
immobilize biomolecules onto the polymer surface[130]. 
5.6 Scanning Electron Microscopy 
Figure 5.14 A shows a homogeneous and compact film of the copolymer 1.10PyBT20. This 
morphology is substantially different from that of a mixture of PPy and PTh (PyTh66) 
synthesized from the electrolyte containing a mixture of 1.5 10-3 M Py and 0.1 M Th (Figure 
5.14 B). As discussed in section 5.2.3, it seems to be not possible to prepare a copolymer 
because of the large difference in the oxidation potentials between the monomers. 
Consequently, PTh clusters were deposited on the PPy film. In order to support this 
suggestion EDX analysis was also employed. The analytical results showed that the element 
sulfur was found in the polymer clusters, but not in the background polymer film.  
For comparison, the SEM micrographs of the pure PPy and PBT films were also displayed in 
Figure 5.14 C and D, respectively. The existence of a fibrillar or bundled structure of the 
polymer chains was observed in the oxidized PBT film with an average diameter 
approximately 90 nm. The kind of this structure is typical for the polythiophene derivatives. 
The diameter of the fibrils in the oxidized PBT film is large compared with that observed in 
the neutral PTh film (ca. 25 nm)[131]. This is explained partly by aggregation of the polymer 
chains caused by the doping[132]. Whereas, the pure PPy film is homogeneous, compact and its 
surface has a typical cauliflower-like structure[133]. Morphological properties of the copolymer 
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1.10PyBT20 film are alike that of the PPy film, it is probably due to the dominant content of 
Py units in the copolymer chains. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.14 SEM Micrographs  
 
(A) Copolymer 1.10PyBT20 film (the electrolyte: 0.01 M pyrrole + 0.2 M 2,2’-bithiophene) 
(B) Mixture of PPy and PTh in the PyTh66 film (the electrolyte: 1.5 10-3 M pyrrole + 0.1 M 
thiophene) 
(C) Pure PPy film and (D) Pure PBT film 
Figure 5.15 C shows the morphology of MtETa15 film, which is more compact, fine and 
homogeneous than that of pure PETA film. This morphological structure intermediates 
between that of pure PMT and PETA films as shown in Figure 5.15 A and B, respectively. It 
should be noticed that the morphological structure of the functionalized polymer PETA is 
quite porous and inhomogeneous probably due to the influence of the ester group, whereas the 
PMT film has a very compact and highly ordered structure. Unlike the morphological 
characteristic of pure PBT film on a platinum electrode, the surface of the PMT film observed 
looks like a cauliflower structure. 
 
A B
C D
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Figure 5.15 SEM Micrographs  
 
(A) pure PMT  and (B) pure PETA films 
(C) Copolymer MtETa15 (the electrolyte: 2 10-3 M MT + 3 10-2 M ETA) 
 A B
C 
5.7 Solid State NMR Spectroscopy 
When studying the copolymer materials synthesized by either chemical or electrochemical 
method, one needs to proof convincingly the copolymer formation as well as to investigate 
their structure. In this section, the structural characterization of the obtained copolymers is 
completed by studying high-resolution solid-state NMR spectroscopy. The MAS and DQ 
MAS 1H NMR spectra of the copolymer 1.10PyBT20 are analyzed. The spectra were made by 
Dr. U. Scheler and Mr. S. Ok in the IPF Dresden. In order to interpret the spectroscopic data, 
a model of the copolymer structure with labeled proton types is also shown in Scheme 5.1.   
For comparison, the fast MAS and DQ MAS NMR spectra of the pure PPy and PBT were 
also carried out (not shown here). Frequencies and their assignments for these MAS NMR 
spectra are given in Table 5.8. For the copolymer 1.10PyBT20, there are two strong peaks at 
8.5 ppm assigned to c-type protons and 6.2 ppm assigned to b-type protons. It is important to 
note that the chemical shift of b-type protons in pyrrole unit is shifted from 7.9 ppm for pure 
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PPy to 6.2 ppm for copolymer 1.10PyBT20. It means that there is interaction between pyrrole 
and bithiophene rings in the copolymer chains. This observation is an evidence of a random 
copolymer rather than a block copolymer in which case we should not observe such a shift of 
b-type proton. This significant shift to low field implies that the arrangement of the 
copolymer chain 1.10PyBT20 is more compact than that of pure PPy.  
 
 
 
Scheme 5.1 Model of the undoped copolymer structure 1.10PyBT20 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                   
Table 5.8 Frequencies and their assignments for the fast MAS 1H NMR spectra of                           
the homo-/co-polymers PPy, PBT and 1.10PyBT20, * hydrogen bonding interaction              
in which vs: very strong, s: strong, w: weak and vw: very weak 
It was seen that in the DQ MAS spectrum two auto-peaks due to close proximity of two 
aromatic protons of pyrrole and thiophene rings were found at (8.5 ppm, 17.0 ppm) and (6.2 
ppm, 12.4 ppm), respectively. The notation (X,Y) indicates a two dimension peak centered at 
SQ and DQ frequencies of respective X and Y. These two strong auto-peaks were also found 
in the two-dimensional spectra of the pure PBT and PPy, respectively (not shown here). The 
cross-peaks caused by DQ coherences of two aromatic protons between pyrrole and thiophene 
rings can not be resolved because of the overlap. However, in the off-diagonal weak 
interactions between the b- and c-type protons seem to be found.  
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It should be noticed that the DQ MAS spectrum is dominated by a very strong DQ coherence 
between protons of the thiophene-ring at a coordinate of (8.5 ppm, 17.0 ppm), implying that 
copolymer with dominant bithiophene content was produced. This observation is in contrast 
to the analytical results derived from spectroscopic studies as discussed above. The 
copolymer had been synthesized during a time of 1500 seconds, during this time period the 
concentration of pyrrole was reduced strongly, but the concentration of bithiophene was not 
much changed due to its high concentration in the initial electrolyte. It also suggests that a 
homogeneous distribution of the copolymer composition through whole film thickness could 
not be achieved when copolymerizing for a long time.  
The chemical structures of the functionalized copolymer MtETa30 were confirmed by the fast 
MAS and DQ MAS NMR spectra as shown in Figure 5.16 A and B, respectively. The 
proposed copolymer structure with labeled protons is also shown in Scheme 5.2. 
 
 
Scheme 5.2 Model of the undoped copolymer structure MtETa30 
Frequencies and their assignments for the fast MAS NMR spectra of the polymers PMT, 
PETA and MtETa30 are shown in Table 5.9. In the fast MAS NMR spectrum of the 
copolymer MtETa30, three strong peaks were found at 9.2 ppm assigned to (d+f)-type 
protons, at 6.1 ppm assigned to i-type proton and 3.1 ppm assigned to (j+k)-type protons. Two 
weak shoulders, the former at 4.2 ppm assigned to e-type proton and the later at 7.6 ppm, 
were seen. The peaks at 6.1 ppm and 3.1 ppm corresponding to respective methylene and 
ethyl protons of the ester group were observed, suggesting that the ester group is perfect intact 
during the electrochemical copolymerization. This confirms the analytical results derived 
from IR measurements as described in section 5.5.2. 
The DQ MAS spectrum of the copolymer MtETa30 illustrates the general features of a typical 
DQ MAS spectrum as displayed in Figure 5.16 B. There are apparently three strong auto-
peaks (j+k)-protons at (3.1 ppm, 6.2 ppm), between i-type protons at (6.1 ppm, 12.2 ppm) and 
between aromatic protons at (9.2 ppm, 18.4 ppm). In the off-diagonal – 1 spectrum, there is a 
weak anisotropy interaction between (d+f)- and i-type protons. Furthermore, there is a strong 
anisotropy interaction between i- and (j+k)-type protons when analyzing the off-diagonal – 3 
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spectrum. However, although there seems to be a weak anisotropy interaction between (d+f)- 
and (j+k)-type protons, there is the overlap of the strong anisotropy interaction between i- and 
(j+k)-type protons in the off-diagonal – 2 spectrum. Due to this, there is a high intensity in the 
center of the off-diagonal – 2 spectrum. These analytical results indicated apparently that two 
monomers of MT and ETA were successfully incorporated to form homogeneous copolymer 
chains. 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                   
Table 5.9 Frequencies and their assignments for the fast MAS 1H NMR spectra of                           
the homo-/co-polymers PMT, PETA and MtETa30                                                          
in which vs: very strong, s: strong, w: weak and vw: very weak 
 
                                                                            
 
 
 
                                                                                                    
Figure 5.16 MAS 1H NMR (A) and DQ MAS 1H NMR (B) spectra                                         
of the undoped copolymer MtETa30 
Like the cross-peaks caused by anisotropy interactions between f- and (j+k)-type protons, and 
i- and (j+k)-type protons in the two-dimensional NMR spectrum of the pure PETA, but the 
stronger intensities of the anisotropy interactions between (d+f)- and (j+k)-type protons, and 
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i- and (j+k)-type protons in the case of the copolymer MtTEa30 were observed. This suggests 
that the proximity of the d- and (j+k)- type protons is closer, resulting in the parking 
arrangement of the copolymer. This observation is in good agreement with the SEM 
micrographs as discussed in section 5.6.  
5.8 Conclusion 
As described in such a chapter, it was concluded that the copolymers of Py with BT, and 
copolymers of ETA with MT were produced successfully. However, because of the large 
difference in the oxidation potential between the monomers Py and Th a mixture of PPy and 
PTh was formed rather than a true copolymer. Based on experimental results derived from 
thermal analysis, Raman spectra, ESI mass spectra, NMR spectra and cyclic voltammograms; 
it can be concluded that random copolymers were synthesized instead of block copolymers.  
Experimental results have shown that cyclic voltammetry is a very useful technique to study 
and evaluate preliminary the copolymer formation and its electronic characteristics. For the 
copolymers of Py and BT and the copolymers of ETA and MT, just one redox peak was found 
by cyclic voltammograms. These redox potentials can be changed in a wide range by varying 
the copolymer composition. For the polymeric mixture of PPy and PTh, two oxidation and 
reduction peaks, one corresponding to pure PPy and another corresponding to pure PTh, were 
always seen even though the monomer ratio was altered. It should be mentioned that the 
physical and chemical properties of the conducting polymer films are strongly related to their 
redox potentials. Therefore, it is possible in some cases to predict the electronic 
characteristics and the structure of this class of polymer materials, which will be discussed in 
the following chapters.  
In order to proof further the copolymer formation, the ESI mass spectroscopy was employed. 
Cooligomers containing various monomer units (PyxBTy and MTxETAy) were found in the 
electrolyte after copolymerization and in the cooligomer solution after extraction of the 
copolymer powder with methanol. Besides, homooligomers were also observed in both 
solutions.    
Only one value of Tg derived from differential scanning calorimetric curves and thermal 
characteristics positioned between two homopolymers were proofs to confirm the formation 
of the homogeneous copolymers. The functionalized polymer PETA was thermally less 
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stable, but its thermal stability was increased significantly by copolymerization of ETA with 
MT. The thermal properties of the obtained copolymers depend on their composition.  
The analytical results of Raman spectra illustrated that the copolymers of Py and BT were 
formed. In combination with the electrochemical data, it was demonstrated that the copolymer 
composition was controlled by changing either the monomer ratio or the polymerization 
potential. It is possible to confirm the expected trends: the higher either the concentration of 
BT in the initial electrolyte at a fixed potential or the polymerization potential at a fixed 
monomer ratio, the greater the similarity between the Raman spectra of the copolymer and the 
PBT films. IR spectra exhibited that the activated ester group remains stable during 
copolymerization of MT and ETA. 
SEM micrographs indicated clearly that the morphology of the obtained copolymer films is 
very homogeneous and compact. With the support of the analytical method EDX, the 
copolymers of pyrrole and thiophene could not be formed because of the great difference in 
oxidation potential. This result was also confirmed by two separated redox waves 
corresponding to pure PPy and PTh films observed in cyclic voltammograms (can see section 
5.2.3). 
The spectroscopic and microscopic studies on the copolymer formation were completed by 
solid-state NMR spectroscopy under fast MAS conditions. The analytical results of both fast 
MAS and DQ MAS 1H NMR spectra indicated the chemical structure of the homogeneous 
copolymers. The significant shift of the chemical shift of b-type protons in pyrrole from 7.9 
ppm for pure PPy to 6.2 ppm for copolymer 1.10PyBT20 suggested that there is interaction 
between pyrrole and bithiophene monomers in the copolymer chain. This confirms that 
random copolymers were formed instead of block copolymers in which case this interaction 
should not be observed such a shift of b-type protons. The chemical shift of methylene and 
ethyl protons (3.1 ppm) of the ester group was observed for the functionalized copolymers 
MtETa30, confirming that the ester group was protected during electrochemical 
copolymerization.  
It is noticeable that the electrochemical copolymerization led to new polymer materials, which 
have electronic properties and structures changing in a wide range between those of the 
corresponding homopolymers. Hence, the electrical and optical characteristics of the obtained 
copolymer films could be controlled by altering the composition. This suggestion will be 
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discussed and elucidated in Chapter 6: “Semiconducting Properties of Thin Copolymer 
(pyrrole and 2,2’-bithiophene) Films” and in Chapter 7 “Properties of Functionalized 
Copolymer (ethyl-3-thiophene acetate and 3-methylthiophene) Films”. 
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Chapter 6 
Semiconducting Properties of                                                                  
Thin Copolymer (pyrrole and 2,2’-bithiophene) Films  
 
6.1 Introduction 
As discussed in Chapter 5, new polymer materials with well-defined structure can be prepared 
by electrochemical copolymerization. The physical and chemical properties of the obtained 
copolymer films mediate between those of the corresponding homopolymers and dependent 
on the copolymer composition. 
The strong interaction between electronic states and backbone conformation is a unique and 
general feature of conjugated polymers[97]. The electronic and optical properties (e.g. N0, EFB 
and Eg) of the conducting polymer films are strongly coupled to their redox potentials. It is a 
result of the structural distortion of the polymer chain, which results in the formation of new 
electronic states such as solitons, polarons or bipolarons.  
In the framework of the research project of “Graduate Sensorik”, Dresden University of 
Technology, the thin copolymer films of Py and BT are selected from a set of copolymer 
films as characteristic examples in order for studying the modifiability of electronic and 
optical properties. In order to achieve these purposes, photoelectrochemistry and impedance 
spectroscopy were employed. Various parameters of semiconducting copolymer films and 
their optical properties were discussed. In addition, by using such techniques the further 
confirmation of the copolymer formation will be elucidated.  
6.2 Preparation of Copolymer Films 
The copolymer films were synthesized from 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution having 0.01 M 
Py + 0.1 M BT and 0.01 M Py + 0.2 M BT (short names 1.10PyBT10 and 1.10PyBT20, 
respectively) by chronoamperometry technique with potential steps from open circuit 
potential to 1.10 V as discussed in Chapter 4. These samples were chosen as representative 
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thin copolymer films on a platinum electrode for this purpose. In order to consider the 
difference in the semiconducting properties between the obtained copolymers and the 
corresponding homocopolymers, the pure PPy and PBT films were also characterized. Pure 
PPy and PBT films were prepared from 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution containing 0.1 M Py 
and 0.1 M BT, respectively under the same electric conditions as copolymerization. The 
thickness of all homo-/co-polymer films was controlled by deposition charge of 150 mC/cm2.  
After deposition of the polymer film on the platinum electrode, firstly all films were washed 
by acetonitrile to remove residual monomers and oligomers inside the film. The polymer 
films were then cycled in the monomer-free electrolyte until stable conditions were 
established. In order to study the semiconducting behavior, the polymer films must be in the 
undoped state. Hence, the polymer films were kept in the monomer-free electrolyte at a 
negative potential of -0.70 V. 
6.3 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 
Figure 6.1 shows characteristic impedance spectra for 1.10PyBT20 in 0.1 M 
N(Bu)4PF6/acetonitrile at various potentials during the reduction process of the copolymer 
film. The impedance spectra were registered in the potential range from +0.60 V to -0.85 V in 
potential steps of 50 mV. The impedance data can be analyzed with the equivalent circuit 
shown in Figure 6.2. The model is that of a conducting polymer film in its semiconducting 
state (see Figure 3.3). In the case of a copolymer film two space charge capacitances are 
observed, a capacitance at high frequencies and another at low frequencies. In order to 
interpret this impedance data, it was assumed that the copolymer film formed 
electrochemically is considered as a bilayer: a thin PPy layer is formed on the electrode 
surface, due to its lower oxidation potential, and then a copolymer layer of Py and BT is 
formed on that polymer-modified electrode. The high frequency response of the system 
consists of the space charge capacitance CSC(Cop) of the copolymer parallel with the 
corresponding space charge resistance RSC(Cop), whereas the low frequency response is due to 
the CSC(PPy) and RSC(PPy) of the homopolymer. RE and CPt are the electrolyte resistance and the 
capacitance of platinum electrode, respectively. 
In order to fit the data each capacitance in the equivalent circuit had to be replaced by a 
constant phase element CPE:  
n
CPECPE jAZ
−= )( ϖ )1.6(
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Figure 6.1 Bode plots of 1.10PyBT20 film at different potentials                                           
(A) modulus of impedance and (B) phase shift 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2 Equivalent circuit for copolymer 1.10PyBT20 (see text) 
This replacement was necessary to adapt the non ideal behavior of the polymer films, which is 
due to inhomogenities in the conductance or dielectric constant inside the layer and the 
exponent n of the CPE element can be regarded as a measure of the inhomogeneity of the 
copolymer film ( 0.90 ≤ n ≤ 0.97)[135]. The corrected values of the capacitances were obtained 
from the fitting program of Zahner elektrik, which uses for calculation the ZCPE values[29]. By 
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plotting 1/C2 versus the applied potential E a linear relationship is observed in the potential 
range from -0.20 V to -0.85 V for the high frequency capacitance and from -0.60 V to -0.85 V 
for the low frequency capacitance. In this potential range both capacitances are space charge 
capacitances CSC, which obey the Mott-Schottky equation as shown in the equation 3.10: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.3 Mott-Schottky plots of 1.10PyBT10 and 1.10PyBT20 films for capacitances 
evaluated at different frequency regions: A) high frequency region; B) low frequency region 
Figure 6.3 shows the Mott-Schottky plot of the copolymer films. As expected for a p-type 
semiconductor, the slope is negative. With both polymers, 1.10PyBT10 and 1.10PyBT20, the 
interception of the straight line with the E axis often gives two values of EFB, the first value is 
in the high frequency region and another is in the low frequency region. The value of EFB 
obtained from the high frequency capacitance is intermediate between the EFB of pure PPy 
(EFB = -0.64 V) and that of pure PBT (EFB = +0.34 V) as shown in Figure 6.4. The EFB shifts 
in the positive direction with an increase in concentration of BT in the initial electrolyte. It is 
suggested that this EFB is originated from the semiconducting characteristics of the copolymer 
film. The change of space charge capacitance was observed in a different potential range with 
changing copolymer composition. This observation is consistent with the shift of the redox 
potential recorded by cyclic voltammetry. The value of EFB obtained from the low frequency 
capacitance is constant at a potential of -0.64 V and corresponds to the EFB of pure PPy. This 
experimental result confirms that a thin PPy layer is produced in the first seconds of the 
copolymerization process and before the growth of copolymer because of the low oxidation 
potential of Py. In fact that is not surprising because the reactivity of radical cations of Py is 
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significantly higher than that of BT under the same conditions[117]. Thus, firstly a very thin 
PPy layer could be formed on the electrode surface instead of a true copolymer layer of Py 
and BT or pure PBT layer. The growth of the copolymer film takes place on the very thin PPy 
modified electrode.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.4 Mott-Schottky plots of pure PPy and PBT films 
The charge carrier density N0 of polymer films was evaluated from the slope of the Mott-
Schottky plot, neglecting some factors such as roughness and porosity of the polymer films 
and changes in the dielectric constant of the material as a function of its oxidation state. As 
summarized in Table 6.1 the N0 values are in the same order of 1017 cm-3 (with ε = 15 for all 
polymer films), which is typical for semiconducting polymers (N0 = 1016 - 1018 cm-3). This 
value is comparable with that obtained for inorganic semiconductors[136] (N0 = 1015  -  1019 
cm-3). 
The values N0 can be used to evaluate the width of the depletion layer (W) for a potential drop 
of 1.00 V across the space charge region as described in equation 6.2: 
 
By inserting the values N0 taken out of Table 6.1, it was found that W lies in the range from 
60 nm for PBT film to 128 nm for PPy film. These values can be considered thinner than the 
thickness of respective polymer film (≈ 500 nm). The value W is characteristic for polymer 
semiconductors, actually depending upon the applied potential and charge carrier density. In 
typical cases, it ranges from 10 nm to 1000 nm[97]. Similar to the case of N0, the noticeable 
dependence of value W on the copolymer composition was not established.  
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Table 6.1 Semiconducting parameters of the homo-/co-polymer films derived from 
impedance measurements a) values of the thin PPy layer and b) values of the copolymer layer 
Samples EFB / V N0 (carriers / cm3) 
PPy -0.64 1.0 1017 
1.10PyBT10 -0.64 a / -0.34 b 2.5 1017 a / 1.4 1017 b 
1.10PyBT20 -0.64 a / -0.05 b 3.2 1017 a / 4.6 1017 b 
PBT +0.35 3.5 1017 
6.4 Photoelectrochemical Spectroscopy 
The results received from the analysis of impedance spectra were confirmed by 
electrochemical photocurrent measurements. The dependence of the photocurrent on the light 
energy at an applied potential is given in Figure 6.5. The cathodic photocurrent of the 
photoelectrochemical spectra for the neutral polymer films is characteristic for a p-type 
semiconductor. The broad and pronounced maximum can be interpreted by main distribution 
of π - π* transitions. For copolymer films 1.10PyBT10 and 1.10PyBT20 a maximum was 
frequently observed at wavelength of 470 nm corresponding to that of pure PPy with 
shoulders at 512 nm and 525 nm, respectively. These shoulders are intermediate between the 
maximum of a PPy film (470 nm) and that of a PBT film (550 nm). Alternatively, this 
shoulder shifts toward the maximum of PBT (550 nm) as increasing the BT units in the 
copolymer film. Therefore, it can be assigned to semiconducting characteristics of a 
copolymer film.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.5 The wavelength dependence of the cathodic photocurrent, 
at an applied potential of E  = -0.75 V 
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The further analysis of photocurrent spectra is carried out by employing the Gärtner-Butler 
model[137] on the basis of the theory of the semiconductor|solution interface, with assumption 
that the polymer film remains unchanged under the illumination and behaves as a quasi-
semiconductor. If αLp << 1 and αW << 1), the relationship between the photocurrent jph and 
photon energy hν is: 
 ν
where α is the absorption coefficient, Lp the diffusion length of minority carriers, W the 
thickness of the space charge layer, Eg the band gap energy and A is a constant. m = 1 and m 
= 4 describe direct and indirect transitions, respectively.  
 
 
 
 
 
 2,25
                                                                                                   
Figure 6.6 Plots (jphhν)2 vs. hν for determining Egdi of the homo-/co-polymer films 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.7 Plots (jphhν)1/2 vs. hν for determining Egindi of the homo-/co-polymer films 
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The plots (jph hν)2 vs. hν show linear regions from 500 nm - 700 nm (see Figure 6.6)  and 
confirm a direct band gap Egdi at the interception point with the hν axis. When the mole % Py 
reduces from 71% in copolymer 1.10PyBT10 to 63 % in copolymer 1.10PyBT20, the Egdi 
reduces from 1.97 eV to 1.94 eV, respectively. For comparison, the Egdi for pure PPy and PBT 
is also given in Table 6.2. Figure 6.7 shows (jph hν)1/2 vs. hν plots in the near infrared region. 
The straight lines and the interception points with the hν axis would be characteristic for the 
indirect band gap Egindi and these values are also summarized in Table 6.2. It can be found that 
the Egindi of PPy is lower than that of PBT, whereas the Egdi of PPy film is higher than that of 
PBT. Similar to the direct transition, the value Egindi of the copolymers also stands in the 
middle of those of pure PPy and pure PBT films and it is dependent on the copolymer 
composition.  
For discussing the phenomenon mentioned above, a model was assumed that the bipolaron 
state formed during the redox process of PPy film is more favorable than polaron state. 
Bipolaron levels produced move further from the edge of the valance band and the edge of the 
conduction band into the band gap[138]. In the case of highly doped polymer PPy, these 
bipolaron states can broaden and coalesce into the bipolaron band that is located close to the 
top of the valance band and the bottom of the conduction band[18]. As a result, the energy for 
the indirect transitions involving the electron transition between valance band and 
lower/upper bipolaron states is lower. On the contrary, the formation of polaron in the PBT 
film is probably favored by the high ionization potential and low electron affinity. These 
results are in good agreement with a low-doped level for PBT film and a high-doped level for 
PPy film estimated by CVs (see section 5.2.1) as well as with analytical data of Raman 
spectra reported in the literatures[124],[139].  
The potential where no excess of surface charges exists is called “potential of zero charge-
pzc”. In this condition there is no electric field, so the space charge region disappears and the 
bands do not bend. The potential where this situation occurs is known as “flat band potential”, 
EFB[26]. The EFB is an important parameter to characterize a semiconductor electrode and it can 
be determined by either photocurrent or impedance measurement. In the photocurrent 
measurements EFB can be assigned to the ‘onset potential’ of the photocurrent signal. Figure 
6.8 shows the dependence of the photocurrent of the homo-/co-polymer films on the applied 
potential, showing that the polymer films are photoactive only in the undoped (neutral) state. 
The onset photocurrent of the very thin PPy layer on the electrode surface could not be found 
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due to the influence of the photocurrent generated by the copolymer film. At applied 
potentials more positive than EFB of pure PPy (-0.64 V), the thin PPy layer can be regarded as 
a conductive electrode. Thus, the photocurrent signals for the polymer films 1.10PyBT10 and 
1.10PyBT20 were generated by the separation of electron-hole pairs in the space charge 
region at the copolymer/electrode interface. The onset potential of the photocurrent shifts 
from that of the copolymer 1.10PyBT10 (-0.30 V) to 1.10PyBT20 (-0.08 V) when increasing 
the BT content in the copolymer film from 29% to 37 %, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.8 The potential dependence of the cathodic photocurrent of                                             
the homo-/co-polymer films at λ = 500 nm 
For all homo-/co-polymer films, the difference in the values of EFB derived from impedance 
and photocurrent measurements is approximately 100 mV as listed in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2. 
The difference is caused by the different procedure of both methods. The photocurrent 
measurements were recorded in the anodic direction (polymer is oxidized), whereas this was 
performed in the cathodic direction (polymer is reduced) for the impedance measurements. In 
fact, the redox process of conducting polymers like PPy and PBT films was quasi-reversible 
as shown by CVs (see Figure 5.1) because the separation of oxidation and reduction potential 
peaks is larger than 58 mV[140]. This is probably due to the difference in the kinetics of charge 
transfers of anions going into the film (oxidation process) and anions released from the film 
(reduction process) through the polymer/electrolyte interfaces. On the other hand, the 
difference between the oxidation potential and the reduction potential is roughly equal to the 
electronic band gap[54]. The difference in EFB between the negative and positive potential 
scans was also shown by PMT films (150 mV) in the impedance measurements, which will be 
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described in the following chapter. This difference is comparable to the results reported by 
Fikus et al.[29] for PBT film (100 mV). 
 
 
 
 
Table 6.2 Semiconducting parameters of the homo-/co-polymer films                                    
derived from photocurrent measurements 
The photoelectrochemical behavior of homo-/co-polymer films was studied for polarization in 
anodic direction. The photoelectrochemical spectrum of PBT film was considered as a typical 
example (see Figure 6.8). Under illumination, the initial photocurrent signal at a negative 
applied potential of -1.00 V was very high. According to the study of Semenikhin et al.[141], 
this can be associated with photoreduction (undoping) of the polymer itself. The photocurrent 
increases in the scan of positive potential (region I), as a result of the structural rearrangement 
of the polymer matrix[142]. The photocurrent plateau was observed in the potential range from 
-0.55 V to 0.10 V (region II), it could come from a partial absorption of the redox species[26]. 
In the interval of potentials from -1.00 V to 0.05 V (region I + II + III), the PBT film was still 
not oxidized, so there was no insertion of anions into the film. This behavior was similar to 
the electrochemical behavior of the PBT film recorded by CVs. When the polymer-modified 
electrode was polarized more positively, cations adsorbed on the surface released, so the 
photocurrent increased[141],[143] as seen in region III. In the region IV the oxidation of the 
polymer film started, anions were inserted into the film to neutralize charges inside the 
polymer matrix, and thus the photocurrent was reduced. As the polymer film was totally 
oxidized and become a conductor, a recombination process was favored. As a consequence, 
no photocurrent was observed. The same photoelectrochemical behavior was found for the 
PPy films. However, the region I and II involving the structure rearrangement of the polymer 
matrix and the partial absorption of the redox species were not observed because the PPy film 
was only polarized to a negative potential of -1.00 V. For the case of the copolymer films 
1.10PyBT10 and 1.10PyBT20, the photocurrent signals related to the release of cations 
Eg / eV 
Samples 
Egdi Egindi 
EFB / V 
PPy 2.07 1.43 -0.55 
1.10PyBT10 1.97 1.48 -0.30 
1.10PyBT20 1.94 1.59 -0.08 
PBT 1.92 1.65 +0.48 
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absorbed on the polymer surface were not found. This was probably affected by Py segments 
within the copolymer chains. 
6.5 Band Energy Model of Copolymer Films 
It is obvious that the analytical results received from the electrochemical impedance and the 
photocurrent measurements together with the results discussed in Chapter 5 exhibited that the 
electronic characteristics of the obtained copolymer films were strongly associated with their 
composition. This correlation is shown by an energy diagram in Figure 6.9 with the 
assumption that the flat band potential is approximately equal to the Fermi level EF for 
organic semiconductors[144]. The flat band potential was taken from EIS measurements 
because with this technique, CSC could be separated from other capacitances. The difference 
between the Fermi level and the top of the valence band was approximately around 0.20 
eV[145]. To convert potential values into energy values, the equation 3.6 was used. 
The energy diagram reveals that the copolymerization has produced new conducting polymers 
with band gap energy and Fermi level ranging from that of pure PPy to PBT. The homo-/co-
polymer films in contact with the electrolyte in presence of O2 serves as an electron acceptor 
and the Eo ≅ 3.50 eV for redox couple (O2/O2-)[31] and the polymer films can form a rectifying 
contact with this redox couple in the electrolyte. As a result, a Shottky contact is formed with 
a barrier height increasing from the PPy film to the PBT film.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.9 Band energy diagrams of the pure homo-/co-polymer films                                           
evaluated from EIS and PECS measurements 
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Figure 6.10 Energy band diagram of the metal/copolymer as a bilayer/electrolyte                    
under -0.64 V <  E  <  EFB (Cop)
The p-type polymer semiconductor/electrode and p-type polymer semiconductor/electrolyte 
junctions are well described in the literature[146]. As discussed in EIS and PECS 
measurements, the copolymer of Py and BT formed electrochemically on a platinum electrode 
can be regarded as a bilayer. The energy band model for a copolymer film in contact with the 
electrolyte is displayed in Figure 6.10. The thin PPy layer can be regarded as a conductive 
electrode, if the applied potential is more positive than the EFB of PPy (-0.64 V). In this case, 
the contact characteristics of platinum and the thin PPy layer would be ohmic. The cathodic 
photocurrent is generated by the separation of electron-hole pairs in the space charge region at 
the copolymer/thin PPy layer interface. 
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6.6 Conclusion 
Deriving from the analytical results of photocurrent and impedance data, the formation of a 
homogeneous copolymer was confirmed. The electronic and optical properties of the thin 
copolymer films were studied in relation to their structural and conformational characteristics. 
The copolymer of Py and BT is a very suitable system for such studies because of the great 
difference in the redox potentials between PPy and PBT films, but not so much difference in 
the oxidation potentials of the two monomers for copolymerization. The experimental results 
indicated that the physical and chemical properties of the polymer films were strongly related 
to their redox potentials. 
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For the copolymer film formed electrochemically a bilayer model: thick copolymer/thin 
PPy/electrode was suggested. The value of EFB corresponding to that of the pure PPy was 
found at a constant potential of -0.64 V accompanied by characteristic values of EFB = -0.34 V 
for the copolymer 1.10PyBT10 and EFB = -0.05 V for the copolymer 1.10PyBT20 (see Table 
6.1). The EFB of the copolymer shifts from that of PPy to PBT with an increase of BT units 
inside the copolymer chains. These results are compatible with the shift of the redox potential 
of the copolymer films recorded by cyclic voltammetry in section 5.2.1. 
The charge carrier density N0 of the homo-/co-polymer films evaluated from the slope of the 
Mott-Schottky plot is of the order of 1017 cm-3. The results of the impedance measurements 
were confirmed by photocurrent measurements. Some differences in the semiconducting 
parameters such as EFB were observed as listed in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2. From photocurrent 
spectra the band gap energies were derived.  
Values Egdi = 1.97 eV for the copolymer film 1.10PyBT10 and Eg = 1.94 eV for the 
copolymer film 1.10PyBT20 were found. These values were altered with varying the 
copolymer composition (see Table 6.2).  
The correlation between the copolymer composition and the electronic properties is 
summarized in Figure 6.9. It is very interesting to notice that the electronic and optical 
characteristics of the conducting polymers can be controlled by varying either the 
copolymerization potential or the monomer ratio, both changing the copolymer composition. 
Undoubtedly, the electrochemical copolymerization is one of the most interesting strategies to 
prepare new ICPs with defined structure and desirable properties which can be applied for 
specific technological areas such as conductivity or potentiometric sensors.  
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Chapter 7 
Properties of Functionalized                                    
Copolymer (ethyl-3-thiophene acetate and                                
3-ethylthiophene) Films 
 
7.1 Introduction 
Electrochemically prepared polymers functionalized at the surface of the film possess two 
interesting functions, the specific functional group and the change of the π-conjugation 
system. The first attractive function is employed for modification of the polymer surface 
through immobilization of molecules, generating new materials for applications, e.g. in 
amperometric biosensors[2],[147] and electrocatalysis[148]. For instance, enzyme electrodes 
facilitate the electron transfer between the active center of enzymes and the electrode through 
the polymer film[149]. The second function could play an important role as a charge-transfer 
mediator. Nevertheless, unlike non-substituted polythiophenes the well-extended π-
conjugated system and the compact structure could not be achieved for these type of polymers 
because of the steric effect of the side chains. 
In the current work, the poly(ethyl-3-thiophene actetate) – PETA and its copolymer film were 
synthesized electrochemically. The electroactivity and the charge transfer of the 
electrodeposited copolymer films were studied by cyclic voltammetry, photoelectrochemistry 
and impedance spectroscopy. The confirmation of the copolymer formation coming from the 
analytical results of the spectra is also discussed in this section. 
7.2 Preparation of Copolymer Films 
Copolymer films of ETA and MT were synthesized from the 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution 
containing various monomer ratios [MT]/[ETA] = 1/1 (short name MtETa1), [MT]/[ETA] = 
1/15 (short name MtETa15) and [MT]/[ETA] = 1/30 (short name MtETa30) at an anodic 
reverse potential of 1.90 V, scanning rate of 50 mV. The pure PMT and PETA films were also 
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synthesized from the same electrolyte having 0.05 M MT and 0.05 M ETA, respectively 
under the same electric conditions as copolymerization. The thickness of all films was 
estimated approximately 500 nm through calculation of the deposition charge restricted by 
number of cycles.  
The fresh prepared homo/co-polymer films were washed by acetonitrile to remove residual 
monomers and oligomers inside the films before studying next steps. For the photocurrent and 
impedance characterization, the films were cycled in monomer-free 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN 
solution until reaching a stable redox current. This process was stopped at a negative potential 
of -0.20 V in order to ensure that the films were in undoped states. 
7.3 Electroactivity of Poly(ethyl-3-thiophene acetate) and            
Its Copolymer Films 
The PETA film was characterized in monomer-free 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/acetonitrile solution. It 
can be seen that the PETA film is quite stable under these experimental conditions. The 
response of the PETA film was nearly unchanged after 50 cycles as shown in Figure 7.1. The 
ratio of the charge for oxidation and reduction was close to one, indicating that the PETA is a 
highly electroactive polymer. The same behavior was also observed for the copolymer and 
PMT films. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.1 Cyclic voltammograms of PETA film                                                            
in monomer-free 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution, 50 mV/s 
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When water was added to the working electrolyte (approximately volume 5 percentage of the 
starting electrolyte), the electroactivity of the pure PETA film was lost entirely after 50 cycles 
as shown in Figure 7.2. This can be explained that water molecules serve as nucleophiles 
attaching to positive charge centers of the polymer chains which were formed during the 
redox process i.e. polarons and bipolarons[17]. This leads to a change of the coplanar π-
conjugation. The redox process of the film was irreversible in successive potential scans and 
the polymer film became non-conductive. Additionally, the electroactivity of the film was lost 
as a result of the steric hindrance of bulky substituents to the formation of extended π-
conjugated polymer backbones[118]. No such phenomenon was observed for the PMT film 
under same conditions. CVs revealed that a pure PMT film is a high electroactive material 
even in aqueous solutions.  
              
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.2 Cyclic voltammograms of PETA film                                                           
in monomer-free 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN + 5% H2O solution, 50mV/s 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                   
Figure 7.3 Cyclic voltammograms of MtETa1 film                                                          
in monomer-free 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN + 5% H2O solution, 50mV/s  
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Figure 7.3 shows CVs of the copolymer film MtETa1 in the electrolyte containing 5 volume 
percentage of water. In the first 50 cycle the redox currents were reduced. Nearly stable 
conditions were achieved after 140 cycles. High stability of the copolymer MtETa1 was also 
observed in the electrolyte having 30 volume percentage of water. However, the decrease in 
the response was faster. Cyclic voltammograms indicated that the copolymer films with 
higher ETA content were less stable. The well-defined redox response of the obtained 
copolymer films was comparable with that of non-substituted polythiophene films in both 
non-aqueous and aqueous solution.  
7.4 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 
The impedance spectroscopy of the PETA film was further investigated in order to elucidate 
some benefits derived from the electrochemical copolymerization. Figure 7.4 illustrates 
typical impedance plots for the PETA film in a potential range from + 0.60 V to + 1.20 V in 
0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6 electrolyte, covering the redox waves of the PETA film. It was found that 
just one time constant (RC) was observed in the whole frequency range. The decrease in 
resistance involving the oxidation process of the PETA film was observed with increasing 
potential from +0.60 V (undoped state) to +1.20 V (doped state), whereas the corresponding 
capacitance increased as marked in Figure 7.4.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.4 Bode plots of PETA film at different potentials                                                   
(solid lines) modulus of impedance and (dotted lines) phase shift 
Figure 7.5 displays impedance spectra of the copolymer film MtETa15 in the potential range 
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the pure PETA film, two time constants were found. The time constant in the low frequency 
range can be assigned to capacitance and corresponding resistance of a thin PMT layer 
(region I). The high frequency response of the system consisting of capacitance and 
corresponding resistance can be attributed to the copolymer layer (see region II). In other 
words, the charge transfer relating to the redox process of the copolymer backbones was 
found in the high frequency range. It was found that the copolymer film MtETa15 is compact 
enough to form a space charge region during reduction. As a result, a space charge 
capacitance was found, if the copolymer film was switched from the doped state to the 
undoped state.     
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.5 Bode plots of MtETa15 film at different potentials                                            
(solid lines) modulus of impedance and (dotted lines) phase shift 
Similar to the copolymer system of Py and BT described in Chapter 6, it was assumed that the 
copolymer film of MT and ETA can also be considered as a bilayer. Detailed analysis of 
impedance data was carried out by using an equivalent circuit as shown in Figure 6.2. In the 
undoped state of MtETa15 film, two space charge capacitances CSC are observed. The high 
frequency response of the system consisting of the space charge capacitance of the copolymer 
film parallel with the corresponding space charge resistance was observed in the potential 
range from 0.00 V to 0.50 V. Meanwhile, the low frequency response is due to the space 
charge capacitance and space charge resistance of the thin PMT layer found in the potential 
range from 0.00 V to 0.35 V. In these potential ranges, the space charge capacitances CSC 
obey the Mott-Schottky relation as shown in equation 3.10. 
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Figure 7.6 shows the linear relationship of 1/CSC2 vs. E for the MtETa15 film in the different 
frequency regions. Two values of the flat band potential EFB were determined by the 
interception of the straight line with the E axis as predicted. The value of EFB = 0.35 V 
corresponds to the flat band potential of the pure PMT film as can be seen in Figure 7.5. The 
value of EFB = 0.49 V can be attributed to the EFB of the copolymer film.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.6 Mott-Schottky plots of MtETa15 film for capacitances evaluated at different 
frequency regions: (A) high frequency region; (B) low frequency region 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.7 Mott-Schottky plots of pure PMT film 
In comparison, the impedance spectra of PMT films were recorded in monomer-free 0.1 M 
N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution during both oxidation and reduction processes. Different RC time 
constants of a redox process of the polymer chains in the high frequency region and of the 
charge transfer at the electrode/polymer interface in the medium frequency region were found. 
This observation is comparable with that of PPy and PBT film discussed in Chapter 6. The 
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impedance data were analyzed with a model suggested in the literature[150]. Figure 7.7 
indicates the Mott-Schottky plots of PMT film under oxidation and reduction processes. The 
flat band potential of PMT film is approximately 0.32 V and 0.12 V for anodic and cathodic 
polarizations, respectively. This result confirms the assumptions described in section 6.4.                                
7.5 Photoelectrochemical Spectroscopy 
The results derived from the analysis of impedance data were confirmed by photocurrent 
measurements. As predicted, a photocurrent of PETA films can not be found in the undoped 
state. This is probably due to the very disordered backbone conformation and porous structure 
of the PETA film, resulting in the presence of electrolyte channels in the entire film. It means 
that the photons have to pass through the electrolyte-polymer bulk to reach to space charge 
region (if it exists) where the photocurrent is generated by separation of electron-hole pairs 
under the electric field. Therefore, most photons are absorbed within the polymer bulk before 
reaching the space charge region.  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                   
Figure 7.8 The wavelength dependence of the cathodic photocurrent,                                            
at an applied potential of E = -0.20 V 
700 800 900 1000
The undoped PMT film (see Figure 7.8) possesses a very high photoactive response with a 
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for MtETa15 on the light energy at an applied potential of -0.20 V was also illustrated in 
Figure 7.8. As expected, two maxima, former at 550 nm corresponding to that of the pure 
PMT film and later at 470 nm, were observed in the MtETa15 film. The second maximum can 
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be attributed to the semiconducting characteristics of the copolymer film. This observation 
indicates clearly that the copolymerization yields a specific effect relevant to the change in the 
backbone conformation, which is the main origin of the dramatic absorption change. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.9 Plots (jphhν)2 vs. hν for determining Egdi of the homo-/co-polymer films 
Similar to the copolymer film of Py and BT, a detailed analysis of the photocurrent spectra is 
given in Figure 7.9. Values of the direct band gap energy Egdi of homo-/co-polymer films 
were determined at the interception point of the straight lines with the hν axis and they are 
also summarized in Table 7.1. Obviously, two linear sections for the MtETa15 film were 
found in the wavelength range of 450 nm to 700 nm. The first interception with the hν axis at 
1.99 eV is clearly related to the Egdi of the pure PMT film. The second interception with the 
hν axis gives a new Egdi at 2.28 eV, suggesting that it corresponds to the π - π* transition from 
the LUMO level to the HOMO level of the copolymer layer. This observation confirms the 
results derived from the preceding chapter that in the electrochemical copolymerization of 
ETA and MT a bilayer was formed: thick copolymer/thin PMT/electrode. 
The dependence of the photocurrent of the homo-/co-polymer films on the applied potential is 
also given in Figure 7.10. The onset potentials of the photocurrent spectra corresponding to a 
flat band potential EFB were found at +0.35 V for the pure PMT and at +0.55 V for the 
copolymer. The values EFB are also summarized in Table 7.1. In the photoelectrochemical 
behavior of the MtETa15, photocurrents were observed for both copolymer and PMT layers if 
polarizing at potentials lower than EFB of the PMT film. However, the photocurrent was only 
generated by the copolymer layer, if the MtETa15 was polarized at potentials higher than 
+0.35 V.  
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Figure 7.10 The potential dependence of the cathodic photocurrent at λ = 500 nm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 7.1 Semiconducting parameters of the homo-/co-polymer films 
PECS: photoelectrochemistry and EIS: electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
(a) Values of the thin PMT layer and (b) Values of the copolymer layer 
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PETA - - - 
7.6  Conclusion 
Analysis of electrochemical, photoelectrochemical and impedance data exhibited that the pure 
PETA film possesses a high density of redox active centers at the polymer surface, but low 
density inside the polymer chains. However, the resultant copolymer film MtETa15 possesses 
a high density of redox active sites not only at the surface, but also within the polymer 
backbone. This reveals that the functionalized copolymers possess an extended π-electron 
system comparable to the non-substituted polythiophenes.  
Impedance and photocurrent measurements show that the undoped copolymer behaves like a 
semiconductor with a flat band potential EFB = +0.49 V and a band gap energy Eg = 2.28 eV. 
But also semiconducting properties of the homopolymer PMT (EFB = +0.35 V and Eg = 1.99 
eV) were found. The results illustrate that a bilayer with a PMT layer inside and a copolymer 
outside was formed during the electropolymerization process.  
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It is obvious that the homogeneous copolymer formation was confirmed by impedance and 
photoelectrochemical spectroscopy. The copolymerization of functionalized thiophene with 
non-substituted thiophenes was an interesting strategy in order to modify the π-conjugation 
system of the resultant copolymer chains and generate new polymer materials with desirable 
properties.  
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Chapter 8 
Summary and Outlook 
 
8.1 Summary 
In this project, the two copolymer systems, copolymers of pyrrole and 2,2’-bithiophene, and 
functionalized copolymers of ethyl-3-thiophene acetate and 3-methylthiophene, were prepared 
successfully by electrochemical method. The physical and chemical properties of the obtained 
copolymers were characterized by using various spectroscopic and microscopic techniques.  
The difference in the oxidation potential between pyrrole and 2,2’-bithiophene, between 
ethyl-3-thiophene acetate and 3-methylthiophene is small approximately 300 and 150 mV, 
respectively. Therefore, the electrochemical copolymerization from the electrolyte containing 
a mixture of these monomers was possible. In the current work, the optimal conditions for the 
electrochemical copolymerization were determined by changing the polymerization potential, 
the monomer ratio and the supporting electrolyte. On the basis of a large difference (900 mV) 
in the oxidation potential between pyrrole and thiophene, the copolymer of pyrrole and 
thiophene could not be formed by dynamic potential method (potential range of -0.20 to 1.90 
V and scan rate of 50 mV/s) from the 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/acetonitrile solution.   
As shown in Chapter 5, for the copolymer films of pyrrole and 2,2’-bithiophene and the 
functionalized copolymer films of ethyl-3-thiophene acetate and 3-methylthiophene just one 
redox peak was observed by cyclic voltammograms. The change of the redox potentials was 
achieved by changing either the polymerization potential or the monomer ratio. However, the 
pyrrole units in the copolymer chains could be overoxidized when a polymerization potential 
higher than 1.30 V was applied. On the contrary, two redox peaks, one relating to polypyrrole 
at 0.20 V and another relating to polythiophene at 1.05 V, were always observed for the 
polymeric mixtures of polypyrrole and polythiophene even though the monomer ratio or the 
polymerization potential was altered. In order to proof further the copolymer formation, the 
ESI mass spectroscopy was employed. Cooligomers containing various monomer units 
(PyxBTy and MTxETAy) were found in the electrolyte after copolymerization and in the 
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cooligomer solution after extraction of copolymer powders with methanol. Besides, 
homooligomers were found in both solutions.    
The results of the thermal analysis exhibited that the thermal properties of the copolymers are 
intermediate between those of corresponding homopolymers and they are controlled by 
changing the copolymer composition. Just one value of glass transition temperature found in 
differential scanning calorimetric curves of both copolymer systems was a strong proof for a 
homogeneous copolymer phase. The thermal stability of the functionalized poly(ethyl-3-
thiophene acetate) are less because of steric and electronic effects of the ester group, but they 
can be improved remarkably by copolymerization of ethyl-3-thiophene acetate with 3-
methylthiophene. 
Raman spectra of the copolymer films of pyrrole and 2,2’-bithiophene show the essential 
features of both the polypyrrole and the poly(2,2’-bithiophene). In conjunction with the 
analytical results derived from the electrochemical data, it is possible to confirm the expected 
trends: the higher either the concentration of 2,2’-bithiophene in the initial electrolyte at a 
fixed potential or the polymerization potential at a fixed monomer ratio, the greater the 
similarity between the Raman spectra of the copolymer and the poly(2,2’-bithiophene). 
Results of the IR spectra of the functionalized copolymers of 3-methylthiophene and ethyl-3-
thiophene acetate exhibited that the ester group remains intact during the electrochemical 
copolymerization. 
The conclusion for the copolymer formation and electronic structures of the obtained 
copolymer film described above were confirmed by morphological studies. The copolymer 
films produced by electrochemical copolymerization are compact and homogeneous. The 
existence of a fibrillar structure of the polymer chains was observed in the oxidized poly(2,2’-
bithiophene) film with an average diameter of approximately 90 nm. The film surface of the 
polypyrrole and poly(3-methylthiophene) was characterized by a cauliflower-like structure. A 
very porous and spaghetti-like structure was observed for the functionalized poly(ethyl-3-
thiophene acetate). However, a compact and high ordered structure of the functionalized 
copolymers of ethyl-3-thiophene acetate with 3-methylthiophene was achieved.  
The structural characterization of the copolymers was further performed by high resolution 
solid-state NMR spectroscopy under fast MAS conditions. The analytical results of NMR 
spectra confirmed convincingly the copolymer formation and their chemical structures.  
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As discussed in Chapter 6, the copolymer of pyrrole and 2,2’-bithiophene was considered as a 
very suitable system to study the modification of electronic characteristics, because of a great 
difference (1150 mV) in the oxidation potential between pure polypyrrole and 
poly(2,2’bithiophene) films, but a small difference (200 mV) in the oxidation potential 
between two monomers for copolymerization. In other words, the electronic characteristics of 
conducting polymer materials are closely associated with their redox potentials, causing the 
structural distortion. The experimental results indicated the electronic properties of the thin 
copolymer films of pyrrole and 2,2’-bithiophene could be modified and controlled in a wide 
range from those of the pure polypyrrole film to the pure poly(2,2’-bithiophene). In particular, 
the semiconducting parameters of the obtained copolymer films such as flat band potential 
and band gap energy determined by impedance and photocurrent measurements changed from 
those of the pure polypyrrole film (EFB = -0.64 V, Egdi = 2.07 eV) to the poly(2,2’-
bithiophene) film (EFB = +0.48 V, Egdi = 1.92 eV). These properties depend essentially on the 
copolymer composition as summarized in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2. The correlation between 
the structure and the electronic characteristics of the copolymer films of pyrrole and 2,2’-
bithiophene is summarized in Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10. 
The cathodic photocurrent and the negative slope observed in the Mott-Schottky plots 
revealed that the homo-/co-polymer films behave as p-type semiconductors. The charge 
carrier density evaluated from the slope of the Mott-Schottky plot is in the order of 1017 cm-3 
for homo-/co-polymer films. This value is comparable with that of inorganic semiconductors 
(N0 = 1015 – 1019 cm-3). On the other hand, it was found that the width of the depletion layer 
of the copolymers changes from that of the poly(2,2’-bithiophene) (60 nm) to the polypyrrole 
(120 nm) when a potential drop of 1.00 V applied across the space charge region.  
As shown in Chapter 7, because of a very porous structure, there exists electrolyte channels in 
the whole film of poly(ethyl-3-thiophene acetate). The electroactivity of the functionalized 
poly(ethyl-3-thiophene acetate) film was comparable with that of non-substituted 
polythiophenes in non-aqueous solution, but its electroactivity was lost entirely in aqueous 
solution after some cycles. In addition to the electrochemical data, the impedance spectra 
demonstrated that the functionalized poly(ethyl-3-thiophene acetate) films have a high density 
of redox active centers at the polymer surface, but low density inside the polymer chains. The 
well-extended π-conjugation of the poly(ethyl-3-thiophene acetate) film could be achieved by 
copolymerization of ethyl-3-thiophene acetate with 3-methylthiophene. The obtained 
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copolymer films possess the comparable high electroactivity with that of non-substituted 
polythiophenes in both aqueous and non-aqueous solutions. 
There exists just one time constant (RC) in the impedance spectra of the poly(ethyl-3-
thiophene acetate) in the medium frequency range. Two time constants, one assigned to the 
thin poly(3-methylthiophene) layer at low frequencies and another assigned to the copolymer 
layer at high frequencies, were observed in the impedance spectra of the copolymer films of 
ethyl-3-thiophene acetate and 3-methylthiophene. The analysis of impedance data gave a flat 
band potential of +0.49 V for the copolymer and +0.32 V for the poly(3-methylthiophene). 
These results were confirmed by photocurrent measurements, indicating a band gap energy of 
2.28 eV for the copolymer and of 1.99 eV for the poly(3-methylthiophene).  
In the current work, a bilayer model was assumed in order to interpret the impedance and 
photocurrent data of the copolymer films electrosynthesized from a mixture of monomers 
with different oxidation potentials. A thin inner layer on the electrode surface is formed from 
monomers with a lower oxidation potential and then a homogeneous copolymer is grown on 
that polymer-modified electrode. Particularly, for the copolymers of pyrrole and 2,2-
bithiophene: thick copolymer/thin polypyrrole/platinum and for the copolymers of ethyl-3-
thiophene acetate and 3-methylthiophene: thick copolymer/thin poly(3-
methylthiophene)/platinum were produced.  
8.2 Outlook 
8.2.1 Possible New Materials 
 The charge carrier density within the polymer chains and the charge transfer reactions at 
interfaces, especially polymer/electrolyte interface for homopolymers, e.g. pure polypyrrole 
and poly(2,2’-bithiophene), are essentially different in both aqueous and non-aqueous 
solutions. Hence, it could be interesting to investigate the charge transfer reactions of the 
copolymer films with different composition by combining electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy and electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance.   
 Poly(3-alkylthiophene)s such as poly(3-octhylthiophene) and poly(3-hexylthiophene) are 
potential materials for applications in molecular electronics because they can be easily 
dissolved in some common organic solvents. This allows using conventional techniques such 
as spin coating and casting to design and prepare electronic devices. However, it is not 
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possible to synthesize this class of conducting polymer materials by electrochemical methods. 
In addition, the well-extended conjugation and good mechanic properties of poly(3-
alkylthiophene)s could not be achieved due to the steric and electronic effects of the side 
chains, causing the low field-effect mobility, for example. On contrary, compact, 
homogeneous structure and highly conductive films of non-substituted polythiophenes such as 
poly(2,2’-bithiophene), polythiophene and poly(3-methylthiophene) can be easily prepared by 
electrochemical or chemical polymerization. However, it is quite difficult to process them 
because of their insolubility. In order for overcoming these limitations, it could be very 
interesting to copolymerize substituted thiophenes having a long side chain with non-
substituted thiophenes in order to combine the interesting properties of homopolymers and to 
improve the electronic, optical and mechanical properties as well as the solubility of the new 
copolymers in common organic solvents. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                    
Figure 8.1 Steps for modification of electrode surface with polymer films                             
bearing ester group 
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 Functionalized polythiophenes and polypyrroles are the subject of increasing attention, 
because of the immobilization of biological molecules on the polymer surface for applications 
in amperometric biosensors, for example. However, polythiophenes possess a high oxidation 
potential, causing interference problems in amperometric biosensors[152]. The conductivity of 
the polypyrrole film can be destroyed by H2O2 generated enzymes, due to its low oxidation 
potential[153]. In order to overcome these situations, it is possible to use the copolymerization 
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method to control the redox potential and electronic characteristics of the resulting copolymer 
film by changing the copolymerization conditions.  
 Modification of the copolymer surface of ethyl-3-thiophene acetate and 3-
methylthiophene by immobilization of biomolecules including amines, peptides and enzymes 
should further be studied to generate new materials. Steps for modification of electrode 
surface with polymer films bearing ester groups are illustrated in Figure 8.1[154]. 
8.2.2 Possible Applications 
 Redox potential of copolymers of pyrrole and 2,2’-bithiophene can be controlled by 
altering the copolymer composition. Particularly, the electronic characteristics of the 
copolymer film are changed by exchange of ions in the electrolyte or by incorporation of 
detective agents such as redox active gasses and vapors. Therefore, it is possible to design and 
develop new conductivity or potentiometric sensors.  
 Modification of functionalized polymer surfaces by immobilization of biomolecules such 
as enzymes, metal complexes and antibodies (see Figure 8.1) has opened up a new 
development of amperometric biosensors and electrocatalysis. 
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Part III: Appendix 
 
9.1 Copolymers of Pyrrole and 3,4-Ethyldioxythiophene 
In the attempt of producing a series of new π-conjugated polymer materials based on pyrrole 
and thiophene derivatives, the electrochemical copolymerization of Py and EDOT was also 
studied as shown in Scheme 9.1.  
 
 
 
Scheme 9.1 Chematic synthesis of the copolymer of pyrrole and 3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene 
Figure 9.1 B shows the representative chronoamperometric curves during the 
copolymerization process at a fixed Ep of 1.10 V. The resulting copolymer films were 
investigated by cyclic voltammetry and thermal analysis.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.1 Chronoamperometric curves (Figure 9.1 B) during homo-/co-polymerization of 
0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution containing monomers from the open circuit potential to a 
fixed potential Ep = 1.10 V for a time t1 = 100 s; then the films were reduced at potential Er = 
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-0.75 V for a time t2 = 120 s, where (a) 0.01 M Py, (b) 0.01 M Py + 0.01 M EDOT and (c) 
0.01 M + 0.2 M EDOT. The potential pulse form for chronoamperometry was employed for 
the copolymerization of Py and EDOT (Figure 9.1 A).  
The electrochemical data during the copolymerization as well as the characterization of the 
obtained copolymer films in monomer-free 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution are summarized 
in Table 9.1. The results exhibit that the electrochemical characteristics of the copolymer 
films such as redox potential (E0 = (Ep anodic + Ep cathodic)/2) did not change much because of 
the small difference in the oxidation potential between pure PPy and PEDOT films, even 
though the monomer ratio in the electrolyte and the polymerization potential alter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 9.1 Electrochemical data of the respective copolymer films deposited at a fixed 
potential Ep of 1.00 V (a), 1.10 V (b) and 1.20 V (c) from 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN solution 
containing different monomer ratios 
 
Charge / mC cm-2 
[Py]/[EDOT] Sample 
Qpoly Qox 
E0 / V β 
0.01/0.00 
0.01/0.01 
0.01/0.10 
0.01/0.20 
PPy 
1.00PyEDOT01 
1.00PyEDOT10 
1.00PyEDOT20 
21.1 
19.9 
24.9 
31.1 
4.2 
3.5 
2.7 
3.9 
-0.26 
-0.10, +0.20 
-0.08, +0.12 
-0.05, +0.16 
0.40 
0.35 
0.22 
0.25 
a)
Charge / mC cm-2 
[Py]/[EDOT] Sample 
Qpoly Qox 
E0 / V β 
0.01/0.01 
0.01/0.10 
0.01/0.20 
1.10PyEDOT01 
1.10PyEDOT10 
1.10PyEDOT20 
45.5 
67.6 
85.3 
6.4 
9.1 
8.1 
0.19 
0.14 
0.20 
0.28 
0.27 
0.19 
b) 
Charge / mC cm-2 
[Py]/[EDOT] Sample 
Qpoly Qox 
E0 / V β 
0.01/0.01 
0.01/0.10 
0.01/0.20 
0.00/0.20 
1.20PyEDOT01 
1.20PyEDOT10 
1.20PyEDOT20 
PEDOT 
50.9 
147.5 
161.6 
150.5 
4.3 
7.4 
18.4 
10.5 
0.23 
0.28 
0.25 
0.24 
0.17 
0.10 
0.23 
0.14 
c) 
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Figure 9.2 shows the thermogravimetric curves of the undoped PPy, 1.10PyEDOT10, 
1.10PyEDOT20 and PEDOT polymers. Unlike the electrochemical properties, a change of the 
thermal degradation of the copolymers was apparently appeared by the variation of the 
monomer ratio in the initial electrolyte.   
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                   
Figure 9.2 Thermogravimetric curves of undoped PPy, 1.10PyEDOT10, 1.10PyEDOT20 and 
PEDOT polymers under N2 atmosphere and heating rate at 10 Kmin.-1
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9.2 Impedance Measurements of Polymeric Mixtures                             
of PPy and PTh 
Our efforts in the synthesis of the copolymer films of Py and Th were described in detail in 
Chapter 4. The electrochemical results showed that two oxidation peaks corresponding to that 
of pure PPy and PTh were usually observed, suggesting that a polymeric mixture of PPy and 
PTh was synthesized instead of a homogeneous copolymer. This suggestion was also 
supported by SEM micrographs as discussed in Chapter 5. For further studies of the electronic 
characteristics, electrochemical impedance measurements were employed.  
The polymeric mixtures of PPy and PTh synthesized from the 0.1 M N(Bu)4PF6/ACN 
solution containing monomer ratios [Py]/[Th] = 1/20 and 1/66  are denoted by PyTh20 and 
PyTh66, respectively. 
The strategy for the investigation of the electrochemical impedance of PyTh20 and PyTh66 
films used was similar to that of copolymer films of Py and BT. The impedance spectra of the 
PyTh20 and PyTh66 films were registered in a potential range from -1.00 V to 1.00 V, 
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covering oxidation potential of both pure PPy and PTh, respectively. Like the case of 
copolymers of Py and BT, the impedance data was analyzed with the equivalent circuit in 
Figure 6.2. Figure 9.4 shows the Mott-Schottky plots of PyTh20 and PyTh66 films. 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                   0 0 0 0 0
Figure 9.4 Mott-Schottky plots of PyTh20 and PyTh66 films 
It is important to note that no significant variation in the EFB at + 0.70 V was observed even if 
the monomer ratio in the initial electrolyte was changed. The EFB is apparently related to the 
flat band potential of pure PTh. In contrast to the results derived from the impedance spectra 
of the copolymer 1.10PyBT10 and 1.10PyBT20 films, the value of EFB concerning the PPy 
component in the polymeric mixture could not be found at the expected potential of -0.64 V. 
This implies that PPy component was overoxidized at a high deposition potential of +1.70 V. 
The good electroactivity of the PTh component is still remained at this high potential. These 
observations are consistent with the electrochemical properties characterized by cyclic 
voltammograms as discussed in section 5.2.3.  
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